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Education
credited
for Bell's
success
By Debra Beal
REPORTER

Affirmative action look root
over 30 years ago, and has been
an issue of debate since
President Kennedy issued the
first executive order to ensure
that hiring and employment
practices were free of racial bias.
Yet in the case of Toledo Fire
Chief, Mike Bell, affirmative
action has worked.
It was an affirmative action
quota that gave him the opportunity to work for the fire department, because there was a definite preference in hiring practices. "You had to be related to
somebody," Bell said.
Throughout his career, Bell
overcame a few obstacles to
reach the highest-ranking position, and was acknowledged as
the first black to achieve several
goals.
Bell is not only the first black
fire chief for the city of Toledo,
but he is also the first black to
hold this position for a metropolitan city in the state of Ohio.
At the time of his promotion at
age 35, he became the youngest
fire chief in the United States.
His accomplishment is quite
impressive considering he did
not even plan on working for the
fire department.
"1 had no intention of becoming a firefighter," Bell said. In the
late 70s, "I was at the University
of Toledo playing football. I had
a good track record, too, being
named student of the year."
After Bell graduated with an
education degree, he had plans
to go out West and work in the
national parks. However, his
father, the acting affirmative
action director for the city of
Toledo, had a different idea.
"Dad knew about all the good
jobs in the city that had affirmative action policies," Bell said.
Out of respect for his father, Bell
took the fire department test at
his father's request. He was hired
just before the quota was filled.
"Affirmative action opens a
door, but you still have to perfqrm. I think the scrutiny is more
intense, because people expect
you to fail," Bell said. The general attitude around the fire station was that he would last
maybe six months.
When Bell decided to apply
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, PAGE 2
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Center offers support groups
By Debra Beal
REPORTER

With an effect like falling dominos, reserve units have been
deployed to military bases to
replace active military forces sent to
war in Iraq. Out of Northwest Ohio,
the 180th Fighter Wing and 612th
Fngineer Battalion were deployed
to It. Bragg in lanuary, and the possibility remains high of them being
deployed to the Middle East
To help families through the
ordeal of deployment, the Ohio
National Guard has created seven
regional Family Assistance Centers
throughout the state. Each center is
staffed with a full-time counselor to
assist families with good communi-

cation, accurate information and
strong mutual support.
As Toledo's counselor, Patty
Prater serves as a liaison between
the state and family members. "Say
for example, someone loses their ID
badge. I help them get a replacement, so they can receive their benefits," Prater said.
In other cases, a reserve may be
having difficulty receiving a military
benefit. "I call the state officials and
ask what's going on with the giry,"
Prater said.
Quite often, "We find that some
guys get married right before they
are deployed, so they have a dependent that doesn't know anything
about their benefits," Prater said. As

pan of her job, I>rater is available
when questions arise for the newlywed on entitled benefits.
Additionally,
the
Family
Assistance Center provides a meeting place for family support groups.
The meetings, called "homefront
gatherings," allow friendships and
networks to develop to help them
through the process.
Flomefront gatherings are held
once a month, and in times of
deployment, the meetings are initially increased to every two weeks.
While the units are currently
deployed, a recent meeting included a speaker from the American
EFFECTS, PAGE 2

THE SEVEN-STAGE PROCESS OF EMOTIONS
ASSOCIATED WITH DEPLOYMENT
•Stage 1 - Anticipate loss may experience fear, denial,
and stress
•Stage 2 - Detachment - may
want to pull away, results in
an increase in family arguments (occurs one week
before deployment)
•Stage 3 - Emotional
Confusion - may feel abandonment, loss and disorganization (first six weeks of separation)
•Stage 4 - Adjustment - may
feel a mix of confidence and
calming effects

IHE BIGGER

Americans are eating TpTT"E H Ur Iv 11L? I)
larger food portions A XTXZ/ DXL X X XZJLY
By Angela L Sorter
PUtSE ASSISTWII IDltOR

All across America, the majority of individuals and families
have increased the amount of
food on their plates. According
to a recent survey by the loumal
of the American Medical
Association (JAMA), within the
past 25 years, food portions have
become significantly larger and
contain more fat and calories.
The increase of food portions,
not to be confused with serving
sizes, has led many researchers
to question the cause. Many put
blame upon the fast-food industries, claiming that the "supersizing" phenomenon has led
Americans to form the habit of
eating more at each sitting.
However, the main concern with
this issue is how much the
increase affects weight gain in
society.
Perry Franketti, associate
director of University Dining
Services, said, "You can't totally
blame the food industry; it
comes down to the consumer's
choice."
Franketti,
who
acknowledged the increase of
portions at University dining
halls such as Commons and
concessions such as the Galley,
suggested that it is society's

background with convenient
foods that has lead them to form
habits of over-eating.
According to Franketti, the
hamburgers on campus have
become larger, in the past year
or so, for every pound of burger
Commons receives, they make
three patties from it; as opposed
to the four patties they took
from every pound last year.
Rebecca Pobocik, associate
professor of nutrition, said that
although availability and affordability have drawn the consumer toward the fast-food
industries, which offer the bigger sizes, there is a shared
responsibility
between the two.
Even at sit-down
restaurants,
she
said, food portions
-are larger.This is the
case specifically in
those restaurants
that serve "familystyle" helpings.
In addition, the
sizes of an average
muffin and cookie
have increased. One
muffin today
may
give
consumers
twice
as

many servings as one would
have 10 years ago. As a result,
people lose perspective on what
is a serving, Pobocik said.
A serving, according to a publication of the USDA Center for
Nutrition Policy and Promotion,
"is a unit of measure used to
describe the total amount of
food recommended daily from
each of the food groups."
The
difference
between the
serving
and

the portion is that the portion is
the specific amount of food,
greater or less than the Food
Guide l^ramid's suggestion.
FOOD,PAGE 2

Mock trial finds accused perpetrator guilty
By Jo Ann Schurtz
REPORTER

lute EtfrmaBG News
MOCK TRIAL The Coalition Against Sexual Offenses put on a mock
rape trial last night in the Union Theater. BG students played the
role of alleged victim and alleged peretrator, while the audience
played the role of University Discipline Committee.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

www.bgnews.com
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About 120 students attended a
mock rape trial that was held in
the Union Theater last night. The
event was sponsored by the
Coalition
Agaisnt
Sexaul
Offenses or CASO. It was a reanacted hearing of an alleged rape
case involving two University
students.
It was meant to be an educational process designed to
enlighten students about how
the University conducts hearings on campus and how the
process works. Rebekah Sandlin,
graduate advisor for CASO, said,
"We hope that they understand
the judicial process so more people will come forward." It also

allowed students to be aware of
the various resources that are
available on campus if such an
incident should happen.
The hearing came with a
chairperson, or the Associate
Dean of Students, along with the
victim, perpetrator, and many
witnesses. The tape recorder was
turned on at all times. It was
designed to be as authentic as
the real thing. It started with the
character "Tina," played by Tina
Manning, the alleged rape victim giving her testimony to what
happened the night she was
raped. After Tina's testimony, the
alleged perpetrator, "lamie,"
played by lamie Williams, was
then given the chance to ask
questions, which were mediated

High: 49*
Low: 35*

by the I tearing Officer, played by
Michael Ginsburg. Then she
called on her witnesses, which
included her roommate, a nurse,
and a campus police officer who
was the investigating officer in
this case.
The nurse explained the
process "Tina" went through
when she brought herself to the
Student
Health
Services.
Medical care and any evidence
that could be detected from a
rape, known as a rape kit, was
conducted on "Tina." She also
explained that evidence collection and contraceptions can be
obtained within 72 hours of an
MOCK RAPE. PAGE 2

•Stage 5 - Anticipate Return may have high expectations or
possible worries about reuniting (six weeks befoie return)
•Stage 6 - Renegotiation may experience family role
confusion or resist returning to
predeployment status
•Stage 7 - Stabilization acceptance of new roles (six to
seven weeks after return)
For more into visit
tittp/Avww.ohtole. ang at. mil/I
amity/Ernotions%20& XPrepar
ations.htm

Seniors can
give back to
University
By Miranda Bond
REPORIIR

Senior students have the
chance of leaving their mark on
Bowling Green by partici|>ating in
Give BG.
Give BG is a program that was
created by the Office of
Development to encourage
Seniors to support the University
after diey have graduated. It provides them with alumni information and ways to become involved
in future alumni activities as well
as the senior gift.
Each year seniors have the
opportunity to donate funds in
order to give back to the
University through the Senior gift.
Gifts in the past have ranged from
campus hcautification projects to
support for program and scholarship.
"The Senior Gift program is a
great way to lay the ground work
as alumni." said Amy Davis, the
Director of Annual Giving.
While the amount of money
contributed by alumni is important, the participation rate is also a
factor die University focuses on.
Corporate donors look at die contribution rate of alumni to determine the success of the University.
If they find that alumni participation is high, it shows to them
dial the University is a worthwhile
investment. Alumni participation
is also a factor in National
Collegiate Ratings. Therefore, it is
valuable that Seniors donate,
regardless of the amount.
This year the money raised
through the program will be given
to the Alumni
laureate
Scholarship, which is a recent
addition to the list of scholarships
offered by the University.
This year the Office of
Development plans to focus on
raising the participation rate
rather than the amount of money
raised. They hope to see a 20 percent participation rate among the
Senior class.
Students wishing to contribute
to the fund can give in increments
of $25, $35, or $50. This can be
done with check, credit card, and
it is also bursarable.
"I would encourage students to
look for information on Give BG if
they are not sure of what it is
about. Students should try to find
out as much as possible about it,"
said Carrie Shoup, a Give BG
intern.
Seniors have the opportunity to
contribute to the Senior Gift from
now
through
graduation.
Students who participate will be
recognized on an Honor Roll
board at graduation.

Scattered High: 68'
T-Storms Low: 46'
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Bell thanks affirmative action
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION. FROM PAGE 1

for the position of a water rescue
diver, he was curious about why
there were no black divers on the
rescue team. He was simply told
that "blacks don't swim." That
was news to Bell since he had
swimming lessons as a child and
had been on a swim team up
until high school.
While swimming laps for the
physical portion of the test, Bell
drew a crowd of observers.
"There were a bunch of guys
watching from the sidelines, and
they were just waiting for me to
fail," Bell said.
When he passed (he physical
test, Bell took pleasure in "screwing up their stereotypes," and he
became the first black diver in
the department.
"What actually enabled me to
become the first black fire chief
in the state of Ohio within a met-

"Blacks have a 375-year history on this continent. However, 245
involved slavery, 100 involved legalized discrimination
and only 30 involved anything else.."
MIKE BELL, TOLEDO FIRE CHIEF

ropolitan city was my education," Bell said. Although his education degree is unrelated to his
career, he feels the discipline he
learned in college made a difference.
Throughout his college years,
Bell developed basic writing and
speaking skills, good study habits
and memorization techniques,
which made it possible to pass
the rigorous promotion tests to
move up the ladder.
"Tests from one rank to another are equivalent to 16 college
credits. There were anywhere
from seven to 10 books we had to

study for one test," Bell said. After
his first promotion to paramedic,
the department put some obstacles in his path when he tried for
the lieutenant promotion.
"People threw some hurdles
up. I was not allowed to study at
work, and there was forced overtime," Bell said. That left little
time to study for a difficult test
when the competition was stiff.
Within the department, ranks
go from paramedic to lieutenant,
then to captain, battalion chief,
deputy chief, assistant chief and
head fire chief, with testing for
each position. When Bell went

from captain to head fire chief, he
jumped three ranks, which was
not a popular decision in the
department. "It was unheard of
Ho jump three ranks.| That made
a lot of people angry," Bell said.
Once in the position of chief,
Bell felt accepted by his colleagues and was treated with
respect. The average age of a fire
chief is 45, so Bell stood out being
10 years younger. When he
attended regional meetings, he
heard comments like, "Who's
that kid," and Bell felt like he was
busting a paradigm.
Looking over his years in the

department, Bell recalled people
both black and white that were
willing to help him along the way
because they liked his style. In his
position of fire chief, Bell continued to promote diversity, and he
became diversity committee
chairman for the International
Association of Fire Chiefs.
In 2000, the organization recognized Chief Bell for his dedication and commitment in bringing the "critical issue |of diversityl
to the forefront of the profession." The Titan football coaches
Herman Boone and Bill Yoast
presented the award. Their battle
with discrimination is told in the
movie "Remember the Titans."
While Bell's climb up the ladder may have been difficult, he
had an easy explanation for his
success. "No one can measure
your heart or determination,"
Bell said.

On-campus burgers have Students role-play
during rape hearing
grown over the last year
MOCK RAPE. FROM PAGE 1

FOOD.FROM PAGE 1

Between the years of 1977 and
1998, IAMA surveys found that
the average soft drink size
increased from 14 ounces to a
much larger 20 ounces. This hike
in portion sizes has lead to higher far and calorie content.
These increases can lead to an
extra 100 calories per day. which
can equal up to an extra 10
pounds per year, said the JAMA
researchers.
Wilhin a decade, local and
national statistics taken from the

U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention have shown that
one out of five Americans is
obese. The IAMA research also
concluded that the same hamburger that was served in campus dining halls, containing only
390 calories, now packs on up to
608 calories.
"We need to be aware of what
we are eating," Pobocik said. She
advocates familiarity with the
Food Guide Pyramid and its
daily allowances. Frankerti said it
is only a matter of self-control
and a change in an individual's
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statements, the audience was
split into groups and asked to
play the role of the jury.
Responsible is the equivalent of
guilty and not responsible if
you're not guilty.
The jury found "lamie"
responsible. The "real" Jamie
said, "This was a very very very
difficult role for me." Tina
Manning said, "I learned a lot.
Tina in the scenario was intoxicated and she said no. No
means no."
Sandlin said she was very
pleased with the turnout of the
audience and their reaction and
involvement towards the hearing.

TRAVEL
on c«m»u/

on TMi /TMIT

EFFECTS, FROM PAGE l
Red Cross to inform families of
the assistance they offer to the
military. In another meeting,
families prepared sealed packages of trail mix to distribute to
the troops, Prater said.
The Family Assistance Center
also provides chaplain services
for spiritual counseling, and
legal assistance for wills and the
power of attorneys. Its newsletter reminds families of tips to
help them be prepared for
deployment.
Another program helps families keep in touch through times
of separation. To avoid an
increase in the expense of longdistance calls, a "Defense
Switched Network" allows
reserves to make a free 15minute phone call home once a
week for deployments over two
weeks in length.
There is also an emergency
resource network, where veterans and volunteers assist family
members with household problems, such as the kitchen sink
backing up or the lawnmower
not starting The spouse remaining at home is less likely to feel
overwhelmed by unexpected
problems.
Reserve families also have
access to an Air Force Web site
designed specifically for military
spouses. The site provides a network for at-home spouses to
communicate with others across
the country having first-hand
experiences with deployment.
They learn from each other by
sharing their experiences.
Considering that the 180th
operates from a hangar at the
Toledo Express Airport, there is
no military base to give a sense
of community for the reserves,
but the Family Assistance Center
provides families with a community network.

OTtntfjrop terrace

200J

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 am - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

FES

The festival where you
vote on the winners.

The following types of films will be shown
• Experimental
• Animation
• Documentary
• Narrative

£& High Speed Internet
f * coming this summer.
Shuttle service to and
from campus.
2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments
Heat Paid.
8

Eurail Passes from...$249

www.scacravel.com

eating habits.
Nevertheless,
what
the
increase in food portions comes
down to is the idea of getting
more food for your dollar.
Frankerti said, "It's all value perception
on
campus.
"ISometimesI quality is not an
issue."
In almost all cases the eyes are
bigger than the stomach, however, with this present trend, the
stomachs may soon be bigger
than the wallets.

assault.
Various questions such as
"Does Tina bring guys over
alot?" and "What she described
to you, would you consider that
rape?" were just some of the
questions that were asked by
the audience
Then lamie presented his
side of the story. "First of all, I'm
not really sure why I'm here,"
were his opening words.
Questions were again taken
from the audience as well as
"Tina".
After the complaintant and
respondent are given the
opportunity to make their final

Services for
reserve
families are
available

Ride our shuttle to check us out
Lot A 9-10:30 1-4:30
Runs every 30 minutes

Help Save A Life - Donate Plasma Today.

Exhibition Schedule:
Data
April 15
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April 17

Tlma
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8 00pm-ll 00pm
8:00pm-11:00pm

Location
Gish Film Thaalar
Union Theater
Union Theater

Hosted By:
Jot Grifasi
Katharine Covell
Jose Cardenas
There will be a tree open forum discussion with
Joe. Katherine. and Jose on April 16th from
1pm-3pm at the Gish Film Theatre
A detailed program veil be available at the UFO *eba<to on April M
Remember to chee * the webeile tor uodotoe about the leetWe!
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STUDY; HOPE FOR JEWISH-MUSLIM DIALOGUE

CAMPUS
get a life

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES - A recent University of Southern
California study discovered that a large majority of Arab
and Israeli children believe it is wrong to physically harm
each other. The study consisted of 2,600 Israeli children,
ages 13 to 17, who were asked whether violence was justified in hypothetical situations where one member of an
ethnic group harmed die other.
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I hi calender ol events is taken from
http-V/events.bgsu.edu

6 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Improv-a-thon
Theta Alpha Phi is sponsoring a
fundraiser, an Improv-a-thon
which will consist of 10 straight
hours of Improv comedy.
Pedestrian Mall (Union Oval)

Discussions about sexual assault
in our society traditionally have
focused on women, which is
understandable considering the
undeniable reality that this type of
violence most frequently is perpetrated against women. However
men also can be victims of sexual
assault. Likewise, men are increasingly becoming part of the movement to end sexual assault and all
forms of violence against women.
Dr. Mark Krautheim, Counseling
Center, will discuss the unique
issues of male survivors of sexual
assault, and Heath Huber, The
Transformation Project, will discuss the role of men as partners in
prevention for ending sexual violence. In recognition of Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.
107Hanna Hall

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Clothesline Project
Sponsored by Wellness Connection.
West of Education Bldg.
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
BFA Senior Thesis Exhibitions
The culminating exhibitions for
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students at the baccalaureate level.
Union Gallery
9:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnessess Information
Table
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
MFA Thesis Exhibitions
The culminating exhibitions for
graduating BGSU Fine Arts students at the Masters level.
Dorothy Uber Bryan & Willard
Wankelman Galleries
10 a.m. -5 pm.
Earth Day 5K Promotion
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
BSU Spring Fest Ticket Sales
Union Lobby
Noon
Brown Bag Lunch: "Sexual
Assault: Men's Issues"

M

E

D

3 p.m. -5 p.m.
BGSU N0RML Informational Table
Union Lobby
4 p.m.
BGSU/UT Physics Colloquium
Math Science 210
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
"Research Revolution: Science
and the Shaping of Modern Life"
Global warming - is this a problem
and what should we do about it? A
free six-part viewing, reading, and
discussion series hosted by Ogg
Science Library and University
Libraries. For more information,
contact the Office of the Dean at
419-372-2856.
Pallister Conference Room, William
T Jerome Library, 150A

I

Take Your
BACHELOR DEGREE to a

O

L

L

E

G

7 p.m.
Vision Movie Showing
Olscamp Hall 219

7:30 p.m.
Debate/Discussion - Who Should
Pay for Education?
Sponsored by Philosophy.
Olscamp Hall HI
8 p.m.
CANCELED: Faculty Artist Series:
Venti da Camera
Music senes featuring College of
Musical Arts Faculty. Free and open
to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Ms Center
8 p.m.
Affirmative Action Debate
The BGSU Law Society and ACLU
are cosponsoring a debate on the
issue of Affirmative Action in
school admissions decisions. Come
hear facts and thoughts on both
sides of the issue, as well as
become informed about the issue
in general.
Olscamp 115
8 p.m.
BGSU Film and Media Festival
Sponsored by the University Film
Organization.
Union Theater
TBA
MSTT Symposium
Sponsored by the College of
Technology
Olscamp 101

Terry Mum W Photo

REWARD: Columbus Police Department Lt. Mary Kerins holds a flyer that otters a reward for information leading to the arrest of suspects responsible for a fatal fire near the Ohio State Campus

Ohio State fire that
killed five was arson
By Liz Siitoti
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS. Ohio — A
weekend fire that killed five college students in a house near
Ohio State University was arson
and the deaths are being treated
as hiiniiiidi-.. Investigators said
yesterday.
Authorities had not determined a motive and have no
suspects,
Detective
Mike
McCaiin said. A $15,000 reward
was being offered for information leading to an arrest.
Investigators wouldn't comment on what evidence had
been gathered.

The fire began early Sunday
during a birthday celebration.
Witnesses said there was an
argument during the party bill
McCaiin said authorities did not
believe it "had a huge amount"

to do with the fire.
The fire in the Ihiee-Stor)
brick house near campus killed
IWO Ohio State students and
three students from Ohio
University. Two more students
remained hospitalized lUesday,
one in critical condition.
Investigators ruled out an
accident after scrutinizing a full •
sized charcoal grill, kerosene tiki
lurches dial had been on die

OHIO

UNIVERSITY

bookstore
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A new and
convenient way
to shop for
your textbooks...
Web site ordering

NEWIPVE
Wants to know...
where are YOU living next year?
Rentals

• We find and pull the
books so they are ready
for pick-up when you
return for Fall Semester

114 S. Main St. #7&9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown
above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. #3 $350.00, #7 $315.00, #9 375.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.

• First access to used books

117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,68.8: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located
downtown. All are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all
utilities. #2 $365.00, #4 $375.00, #5 $335.00, #6 $340.00, #8 $290.00 per
month for a 12 month lease.

• Visa, MasterCard or
Discover also accepted

315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck.
Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Eat in kitchen. Cat permitted with
references. Close to downtown. $450.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 1/2 Lehman: Three bedroom unfunished upper duplex. Private entrance.
Resident pays all utilities. $515.00 per month for a 12-month lease. (ZONED
FOR NO MORE THREE(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE)

NHWIS'VE
Kent a Is

wooden fronl porch, and gas
and electrical lines leading to
the house
The lire broke out after a 21sl
birthday celebration for Alan
s< Messman, one of the victims,
"I'm praying tor all of the victims and their families and
those thai were responsible
because they're going to need
our prayers, loo." his mother.
Laurie, said Tuesday.
I ire I .hiel Mike lull/said the
victims were found on the second floor, where bedrooms arc
located, toward the back of the
bouse.
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Beat the crowds, order online at

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
Pick up your reserved books Aug. 18-29 during store hours
in the Multi-Purpose Room, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
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"So does that mean if you go into a black
community, you cannot sell a gun to any
black person?"
Rep. BARBARA OUBIN.on a measure thai would haw banned gun sales to
anyone under drug treatment.
Incwwwtuoml

period

No always means no
Last night the Coalition
Against Sexual Offenses
but on a mock rape trial
for students to watch/The group
was showing students what a
University Discipline Committee
Formal Hearing would be like.
Students who are sexually
assaulted on campus may have
one of these hearings in addition
to or in place of a criminal trial.
The victim claimed that the
alleged perpetrator had raped
her. She said they saw each other

at a party, flirted, drank and
kissed, fie walked her home, and
she invited him up to her room
so he could borrow a CD. They
began kissing again, and they
laid on her bed. Me began raping
her as she repeatedly told him no
and begged him to leave.
The alleged perpetrator had
the same story, except he
thought that when she said no
she meant yes. He also said that
the flirting and her outfit led him
to believe she wanted to have

sex.
The audience played die role
of the University Discipline
Committee, who are like a jury.
Most of the students in the audience believed the man was guilty
of raping the woman.
Most rape victims are women.
A woman has every right to flirt
and kiss a guy at a parry and not
want anything more. A woman
can wear whatever she wants,
and that doesn't necessarily
mean she wants to have sex She

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Genocide is
not the same
as abortion
When I saw the signs proclaiming "Warning: Genocide
Images Ahead." I felt a little sick
to my stomach, but ready to face
what might be there. Some sort
of message of racial equality, perhaps, a message not to repeat the
atrocities of the past and not to
let those going on in the world
today continue. I was ready for
images of Auschwitz and
Nanking, Cambodia and Iraq,
even the fate of the native
Americans in our country.
However, genocide was not the
star of this show.
The display outside the Union
depicting mutilated aborted
fetuses alongside images of
genocide was misleading and
tasteless, not to mention ineffective. In trying to draw a parallel
between the great tragedies of
world history and abortion, not
only are they putting themselves
out of context, but also using
genocide as a cheap selling point
for their ideas. Abortion, whatever stance you take on it, is not
genocide, (ienocide is killing
masses of people due to their
ethnicity or religion. Most of the
people on this campus are smart
enough to know the difference.
My personal opinion of abortion is irrelevant. I am sickened
by the tactics used by supporters
of Loth sides of the issue. A parallel can be drawn between murder and abortion, perhaps, but it
is not genocide. The tactic exhibited, turning the greatest crimes
of humanity into playing cards
for a petty game, is more disgusting than any picture they can put
up on a billboard.
REBECCA EHRICK
STUDENT

Abortion is
indeed a form
of genocide
On Monday and yesterday a
group displayed graphic photos
of aborted children and other
atrocities on die lawn in front of
the Union.
One panel had three pictures.
The first showed lews being

killed under Hitler's Nazi rule, the
second showed a black man
being lynched (presumably in
the South) and the third an
aborted baby. The heading read:
"Can You Connect the Dots?"
I stood silently as a few
passers-by argued that there was
no connection between the photos other than their shock value.
They said, "There is no intellectual connection between these
events." Before I could answer
them, they left.
I lere is the connection: I litlcr
thought lews were inferior, so he
killed them. In the old South,
whites thought blacks were inferior, so they killed them. Today,
society thinks the unborn are
inferior, so we kill them. Any
questions?
It is not surprising that modem society thinks this way. Many
"educated" people today do not
even understand dial they themselves were specially created in
the image of Almighty God and
as such are responsible to Him.
God and His trudis can easily be
ignored but mere ignorance does
not change the truth or your
responsibility to your Creator.
GARY N0NNEMACHER
DEPARTMENT OF MATH/STAT

Many migrant
workers aren't
appreciated
Are today's migrant workers
nothing more than tools used by
the farmers to do their menial
work? Do you think a unionized
factory worker would condone
this environment if they were the
laborers? We are fast approaching the planting season where
hundreds of migrant workers are
used to do the hardest, dirtiest
and least popular work in
Northwest Ohio.
The migrant worker's living
and working conditions and the
ignoring of their disparagement
is unacceptable. As conscientious, human rights supporters it
is important to question the status quo. My thought is we are
bolstering a different kind of
"new slave" of this century and
we support it because no one
wants change or confrontation.
But does this make it right?
Think about it the next time you
are enjoying fresh fruit or vegetables from the grocery store or

local market.
VIOLET COURTNEY
STUDENT

can have a guy walk her home
and invite him up to her room
and leave it at that. No matter
how far a person wants to take
things physically, once one person says "no," the other has to
stop.
Some may argue that women
sometimes play hard to get and
when they say no they really
mean yes. If you are not sure if
your partner means no, slop and
find out what she means, just to
be on the safe side. It could make

What celebrity would
you most like to party
it up with?

ABBYSCHROEDER
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"Ashton Kutcher. He's
funny as hell!'

TRISHA MATECHECK
SENIOR, INTERIOR DESIGN

"Strongbad and Trogdor
'comes in the night'."

JIM EVANS
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

Greeks need to
unite in times
of tragedy
Now is the time to show our
strength. Our Greek Sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta have lost a
part of their family in the recent
Ohio State University tragedy,
and it is our duty to reach out.
When you joined your respective
organizations, you also joined
part of a larger group.
There are somewhere around
350,000 active members of Greek
Organizations on over 800 college campuses in the United
States. Quite a large support net,
eh? Let our Greek Unity shine
through, and show why we truly
became brothers and sisters of
Greek life.
BARRETT W. EVANS
DELTA SIGMA PHI

great job of informing its audience and making them think.
If you or someone you know
has been raped, there are many
groups who can help you,
including the Health Center and
Counseling Center.
Rape is not the woman's fault
People need to know that even if
a woman doesn't push her rapist
or scream, if she says no he
needs to end it. It is the responsibility of the man to stop, not the
woman's to make him stop.

PEOPLE CBR shames victims
OX THE STREET of the real genocides

USG did fine
job with peace
resolution
I wish to compliment
Undergraduate Student
Government for the Peace
Resolution which was approved
Monday. I not only agree personally with the language USG used,
I find it expresses a point of view
that can obtain consensus I am
pleased USG took the time to
bring together parties with different points of view, to negotiate
compromise language while
retaining the thrust of the draft
document.
Consensus takes time and
effort, but it also confers legitimacy and dignity. It is instructive
(and disillusioning! to compare
USG's Peace Resolution and the
process that USG followed with
the Faculty Senate's version and
process. Anyone paying attention would conclude that the faculty clearly have something to
learn from the students in this
instance. I hope USG will continue to build upon its success.

the difference between a rape
taking place or not. Respectable
men would make sure the
woman wants it.
Some rapists do not realize
they are doing anything wrong
and do not mean to hurt their
victim. They may honestly think
dial their partner wants to continue, and they do not realize
they are committing rape.
Educating people about what
constitutes rape is of extreme
importance. The mock trial did a

VINCE C00ISP0TI
SENIOR, FILM

"Michael Bolton because
he's a no-talent ass clown."

ASHLEY BAUMAN
SENIOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

"David Hasselhoff,
because Germans love
Baywatch."

JEANNIE
LUDLOW
Guest Columnist

As someone who has volun leered and worked at an abortion clinic for seven years, I am
compelled to respond to the
Center for Bio-Kthical Reform's
"Awareness of Genocide" project that visited our campus.
Below are some of the project's
primary arguments, with my
responses.
No. I: Abortion involves
body parts and blood — yes.
Most surgical procedures do. If
we determined which surgeries
should be permitted based on
lack of grossness, then many
life-saving and life-enhancing
procedures would no longer
exist. Personally, I found CBR's
mastectomy photos more disturbing than the fetus photos.
However, I would never argue
that women should not be permitted to have mastectomies
just because the procedure
looks gruesome.
No. 2: Fetuses have fingers
and toes — yes, again, and
most people know this already.
In the abortion clinic where I
have worked, we are required
by Ohio state law to provide
patients widi a booklet of photos of fetal development no
fewer than 24 hours before
their abortions The purpose of
the law is to try to get women
to rethink their decisions. It
simply doesn't work. Pregnant
women who do not want to
give birth have chosen abortion when it was illegal, dangerous, difficult to obtain and
socially stigmatized. Most
women tell us that they knew
already what fetuses look like
and that this knowledge had
little or no effect on dieir decision to abort.
No. 3: Abortion is "not really
reflected on"— this statement
was made by a member of
Falcons for Life and undergirds
the logic of using pictures of
dead fetuses to critique abortion. It may well be that for
many people this statement is
true, but it is not true for most
pregnant women. In working
with women who were seeking
abortions I have never met one
woman who entered that
surgery room without having
"really reflected on" her decision. In fact, most women I
have worked with at the clinic
tell me that they have been
unable to think about anything

else since learning they were
pregnant.
No. 4: Abortion is linked to
breast cancer—among the literature provided by CBR was a
"fact sheet" that links abortion
to breast cancer. The argument
is this: Because overexposure
to estrogen is a risk factor for
breast cancer, then a woman
who has babies and nurses
them will have a lower risk of
breast cancer than a woman
who has abortions. Therefore,
having abortions increases a
woman's risk of breast cancer.
The logic leap here is pretty
obvious: If not having a baby
increases my risk of breast cancer, then choosing to be childless for any number of years is
just as risky as having an abortion. Dr. Susan Love, one of the
country's foremost authorities
on breast health, writes that
women should be concerned.
We should not be concerned
that abortion increases breast
cancer risk, but that "anti-abortion groups are exploiting
women's fear of breast cancer."
Love cites the World Health
Organization, the American
Cancer Society, the National
Cancer Institute, the National
Women's Health Network and
the National Breast Cancer
Coalition as influential organizations that support the position that "research does not
show a link between abortion
and increased breast cancer
risk."
No. 5: Abortion is genocide
— the equation of abortion
with genocide depends on an
equation of living human
beings with fetuses and on the
equation of hatred and fear
(which fuel genocidal acts)
with women's choices regarding the timing and spacing of
their childbearing. The literature I picked up from CBR calls
abortion a "hate crime." I can
certainly understand that people who are politically opposed
to abortion might make some
extreme statements in order to
delegitimate it. However, I cannot accept an argument that
equates a grown African
American man with a nineweek-old fetus (as the "lynching" photo pairing did). In the
process of arguing that aborted
fetuses are equal to victims of
genocide, CBR in fact further
victimizes the victims of genocide This argument robs victims of genocide of their individuality, their autonomy and
the relevance of their lives. This
is a shame, indeed.
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NEW YORK CITY MAYOR WARNS MORE UYOFFS
NEWYORK (AP) —The city will have to lay off up to
10,000 city employees on top of about 5,000 previously
announced layoffs unless it gets concessions from
labor leaders and a tax on suburban commuters.
Mayor Michael Bloomberg warned yesterday.
Bloomberg's "doomsday" contingency budget calls for
up to $1 billion in cuts in the 2003-2004 city budget.

NATION

Rush to file routine
ByAmyWesflektt

Of 132 million returns filed
nationally, 28 million are filed the
week before the deadline,
Internal
Revenue
Service
spokesman Kevin McKeon said.
That includes some of the 47 million people or so who are now filing their returns by computer, he
said.
Waiting in line at an
Indianapolis post office, Scotl
Miller wasn't sure why he always
waits so long to file.
"I've been doing it on the last
day for 30 years," said Miller, 48. "I
did them a week ago, but I'm just
dropping them off today. It's just
tradition. I guess."
In downtown Chicago, illegally
parked cars began lining up out-

IK! ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEWYORK — like thousands
of Americans lining up at post,
offices yesterday, Tom Petrany
said he had a good reason to wail
until the last minute to file his tax
return: I le wanted to hang on to
his money for as long as possible.
"Not much of a (federal) refund
this year — and on the state
you've always got to pay something," said Petrany, 41, standing
at the city's main post office and
leaning over his tax forms.
Across the country, the annual
rush was in full swing as
Americans scrambled to file their
tax returns by the midnight deadline.

side of the main postal facility
around noon.
"I had my taxes done last
I'riday. but I procrastinated," said
Art Gutierrez, with one eye on a
refreshmenl stand offering free
popcorn and soda. "I don't know
why. I always say I'll change and
file earlier, but I don't."
If taxpayers are still procrastinating, al least some aren't Waiting in line any more. In the
Latham post office outside
Albany, N.Y., officer-in-charge
loAnne Swim said more people
have been doing their taxes electronically, shortening the lines
there.
Some who don't like the way
the government spends money

urged people not to pay.
Members of the War Resislers
League stood outside an IRS
office in New York, handing out
fliers with pie charts listing how
much tax money is spent on the
military, schools and social services.
Priscilla Rackman, 80, said
some members submit returns
that subtract the part of their federal payment that they estimate
would go to defense.
In Los Angeles, 72-year-old
Marilyn Alex cited a similar reason for filing on April 15 for the
first time in her life. "I'd just as
soon not give Mr. Bush another
penny for his war," she said.

Cruise line says it will
restore relic snip to glory
By David 8. Caruso
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILADELPHIA —An ocean
liner that was the biggest and
fastest ever built in the United
States, and a symbol of national
prestige until it was left to rot on
the Philadelphia waterfront,
may soon sail again.
Norwegian Cmise Lines said
Monday it has purchased the SS
United States, and intends to
refurbish it and return it to service, a half-century after the
massive steamship set a speed
record for a trans-Atlantic crossing.
The announcement amazed
preservation groups, who had
been fighting what looked like a
losing battle to rescue the boat
from being scrapped.
"I'm stunned," said Susan
Gibbs, the granddaughter of the
ship's designer, William Francis
Gibbs. "The last several years, the
news has all been bleak. It has all
been minors about scrapping,
and one failed venture after
another."
For years, the SS United States
has been a ghostly sight on the
Philadelphia
waterfront.
Seemingly abandoned on an
unused wharf, the rusting hulk
was little more than a bizarre
curiosity for sports fans on their
way to the city's sports arenas.
Underneath the peeling paint,
diough, lay a rich history.
On its maiden voyage in 1952,
the powerful liner and its 268,000
shaft horsepower engines set a
new trans-Atlantic speed record:
3 days, 10 hours and 42 minutes.
That record stood until 1990.
The ship was big, too — at 990
feet, it was 108 feet longer than
the Titanic.
And even though the vessel
was designed to be converted
into a troop transport in times of
war, it carried numerous cclebri-

Chns Ganlnwr AP Plwto

OCEAN LINER: The ocean liner SS United States sits in the water of the Delaware River where it is
docked at an pier in South Philadelphia, in this Nov. 13,1998, tile photo. On Monday, Norwegian
Cruise Line announced it has purchased the ship.
ties in more than 800 AUantic
crossings. Passengers included
Grace Kelly, Elizabeth Taylor,
President
Kennedy
and
England's King Edward VIII. Bill
Glinton took it on his way to
Oxford University in 1968.
Air travel finally did the big
boat in. It was decommissioned
in 1969, and was briefly stored at
ports in Virginia, Turkey and
Ukraine before docking in
Philadelphia in 1996.
The late developer and hotel
owner Homer H. Hadley bought
the ship for $5 million in 1978,
and had planned a $35 million
overhaul to ready it for cruises
between Los Angeles and
Hawaii. But after his company

United States Cruises Inc. tiled
for bankruptcy, the ship was
auctioned off for $2.6 million in
1992.
Norwegian Cruise Lines
spokeswoman Susan Robison
wouldn't say how much the
company hail paid for die ship,
which had been owned by a New
Jersey linn, Cantor Companies.
Messages left at Cantor's offices
Monday were not immediately
returned.
Robison also declined to say
how much it might cost to refurbish the boat. Previous estimates
had been between $200 million
and $500 million.
The ship was gutted in the
mid-1990s and its interior will

Dry cereal for breakfast
was invented by

Come Home to
WRIGHT STATE UHIVERSITY
Lake Campus this Summeri

John Henry Kellogg,

at the turn of
the century.

probably need to be redesigned
to compete with modern-day
cruise ships, Robison said.
Fans of die ship, though, said
its torpedo-resistant hull is
undamaged and that it could be
made seaworthy again.
"She just needs to be sandblasted and rewired and she can
sail," said Robert Hudson
Westover, 39, chairman of the SS
United States Foundation, a
group that has been lobbying for
the ship's preservation.
"I'm just giddy," he said.
"Saving the SS United States is
equivalent to saving one of the
great engineering wonders of the
world."

Let the Lake Campus help you
MAXIMIZE your summeri
At the Lake Campus, you can pick up a whole
year of Spanish in just 10 weeks.
Or, you can take gen eds or prereqs, transfer
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Airline on brink
of bankruptcy
By Angela K. Brown
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FORT WORTH. Texas —
American Airlines teetered on
the brink of bankruptcy yesterday after its flight attendants
balked at approving $340 million
in wage concessions The union
was given one more day to vote.
Members of American's two
other major unions — representing pilots and ground workers —
approved more than $1 billion in
concessions, but the flight attendants' union said its members
had rejected their share of the
cuts by fewer than 500 votes
among 19,000 cast.
The world's biggest airline says
it will file for bankruptcy unless
all diree unions approve their
portions of $1.8 billion in labor
cuts It set a Tuesday deadline,
but later said flight attendants
would be allowed to continue
voting — and change their votes
— until Wednesday evening
\"This is our last chance to
avoid bankruptcy," said Don
Cany, chairman of American
parent AMR Corp.
If the flight attendants fail to
back the cuts. Carty said.
American will immediately file
for bankruptcy.
United Airlines is already in
bankruptcy and the industry
overall is mired in its worst-ever

slump, compounded by fears of
terrorism, the SAUS virus and the
war in Iraq. Analysts say labor
concessions
would
help
American Airlines, but might no)
solve its long-term problems.
Concessions were approved
by 69 percent of the pilots and S3
percent of the ground workers
who voted, the Allied Pilots
Association and the Transport
Workers Union said.
Unlike the flight attendants,
those groups had a chance to
change their votes before yestei
day. They had some incentive to
do so because American sweetened its offer hist week.
The voting was conducted by
phone and over the Internet The
flight attendants union sought
an extension Monday, com
plaining some members were
having trouble casting votes.
leaders of the three unions are
reluctantly supporting the concessions, which would cut labor
costs by more than 20 percent,
but reductions under bankruptcy could be even more painful.
Angry employees had packed
union meetings to complain that
terms of the concession deals
were too harsh.
American has been battered
by a weak economy, terrorism
and from low-cost airlines on HO
percent of its routes.
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801 FIFTH ST.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartments with balconies or patios. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities. Resident pays electric and gas heat. $475.00
per month for a 12-month lease.
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332 S. Main St,
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Plenty of room
left for you!

them back to your school, and be on [ASY street in the
fall. (Tell your friends that you spent the summer on the
Lake!)
Call 1-800-237-1477 for our short Non-Degree
application form or get it online. Write on the application
that you are applying in response to this ad, and we'll
waive your application fee. Tuition is $117 per credit
hour.

20% off any product
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TAX DAY: A line stretches along the interior of a post office yesterday, in the Hollywood section of Los Angeles. Taxpayers had to tile
their returns or request an extension by midnight last night

Summer Terms "A" and "C begin June 16.
"B" Term begins July 21. Registration in progress!
Wright Slate Universtiy-Lake Campus
7600 State Route 703 ■ Celina.Ohio 45822-2952
www.wright.edu/lake

843 Sixth St. #2,3,5,6,8,9,10,11 &12: Two bedroom unfunished apartments with 2 full baths.
Central air conditioning. Dishwashers,
Washer/dryer in building. Private parking lot
with ample spaces. Resident pays all utilities.
#1-4 $500.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
#5-12 $520.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
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SEPARATIST PARTY DEFEATED IN QUEBEC
QUEBEC CITY (AP) — Quebec voters have told the rest
of Canada the French-speaking province will not seek
independence again soon, ending the pro-sovereignty
Parti Quebecois' nine-year run in office. Almost complete results showed the Quebec Liberal Party won a
strong majority in the 125-member National Assembly
legislature to form a new provincial government.

WORLD

Doctor saves baby of
pregnant SARS victim
By Helen Uik
'HI

1SSOCIMI0

PBISS

HONG KONG — Doctors
saved the baby of a pregnant
woman dying of the respiratory
ailment known as SARS. delivering the child by Caesarean section, hospital officials said. The
mother was one of nine people
whose deaths were reported
IUesday as Hong Kong struggles
to combat the disease.
The global toll topped 150,
defying Asia's battle to stop severe
acute respiratory syndrome. U.S.
experts warned the just-revealed
genetic code for the suspected
SARS virus doesn't explain how it
arose but should lead to better
tests to detect it.
The SARS mother's baby was
bom April 1, according to Hong
Kong's
Princess
Margaret
Hospital, which declined to
release information on the baby's
gender or condition.
The Ghinese-language Ming
Pao daily said the baby was not
full-term but doctors decided the
34-year-old mother was so sick
they should go ahead with the
birth.
The newspaper reported the
father had just recovered from
SARS and the family had lived in
Amoy Gardens, a hard-hit apartment complex with some 300
cases of the flu-like illness.
The hospital said the mother
was admitted on March 26 with
SARS symptoms that quickly
worsened. She died late Monday.
In mainland China on Tuesday,
a World Health Organization
team visited two military hospi-

Ousan Vraroe AP Ptioto

KEEPING ORDER: U.S. marines hold back a man holding a
press card outside Palestine hotel in central Baghdad yesterday.

Iraqi police key
in success of war
By Niko Price
IHC ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A group
of Iraqi policemen drove
through this lawless city with
sirens blaring yesterday and
immediately made themselves
useful by collaring their first
crook.
Though tiny, unpaid and
poorly armed, the embryonic
patrols are crucial to the success or failure of the U.S.-led
war here, because the
American occupying force has
been unwilling or unable to
effectively police the cities it is
capturing.
Baghdadis cheered the three
white patrol cars as they drove
through the central al-Shorja
market, followinga U.S. Marine
llumvee and trailed by a red
bus filled with Iraqi police officers in black berets and crisp
uniforms in assorted shades of
green.
The convoy sped along the
Tigris River, kicking up a cloud
of dust, and into the city's
biggest hospital complex,
Saddam Medical City. Ihere,
Marines looked on from tanks

Bullrt Marque; AP Ptioto

SARS: Arriving passengers help themselves to free vitamins, mostly Vitamin C or ascorbic acid, being
provided by the Government at the Ninoy Aquino International Airport south of Manila yesterday to help
prevent them from catching the severe acute respiratory syndrome or SARS.
tals in Beijing and met with officials of a third to check rumors of
unreported SARS cases.
Team spokesman lames
Palmer characterized the visits as
"cooperative" but gave no details
— including the hospitals' names
or what the visiting doctors
found.
SARS is thought to have started
in southern Guangdong province
last November, but its extent in
China only became known
recently. Chinese officials have
been accused of underreporting

the crisis, which Premier Wen
Jiabao last weekend described as
"grave."
He ordered that passengers on
airlines, trains and boats be
screened and on Tuesday state
media said buses, taxis and public facilities would be disinfected.
At least 154 SARS victims have
died around the world, out of
more than 3,200 cases, most of
them in Asia.
Also Tuesday, the WHO hosted
a telephone conference of doctors to discuss apparent "super-

spreaders," SARS patients who
have infected many other people.
WHO experts said the discussion
confirmed what they had long
suspected — that all the superspreaders were people infected
very early in the SARS outbreak
before doctors know what protective measures to take
From the moment experts realized that patients had to be isolated and doctors and nurses had to
wear protective gear, no new
superspreaders have emerged,
the WHO says.

as the officers lined up in
ragged formation and received
orders to set up checkpoints
and patrol the hospitals.
Anger at Americans has been
rising in Baghdad. U.S. forces
have yet to restore electricity,
water, phone servide or order
since Iraq's government broke
down in advance of their invasion from the south.
The medical center, which
includes different varieties of
hospitals and teaching facilities, has been partially looted.
Thieves made off with tables
and sofas even as the police
officers arrived.
Marines set up checkpoints
outside of the complex last
week, but don't go inside unless
there is shooting. They have not
sealed the perimeter, allowing
looters to ransack the hospital.
U.S. forces have appealed to
Iraqi police officers to contact
them and get back to work as
the city remains in chaos.
A few joint patrols of U.S.
Marines and Iraqi police officers have begun and are
expected to gather momentum
in the coming days.
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Deep Dish $1.25 extra
offer expires April 30th

419-352-0123
LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE

-SpecialsThursday Night

•All you can eat
fried chicken

$6.99

•Includes potatoe,
vegetables and stuffing.

Friday Night

&

•All you can eat perch,
potatoe, coleslaw,
roll
$5.75
•All you can eat
Alaskan Walleye, potatoe,
coleslaw, roll
$7.50

UNIVERSITY
COURTS

Check out our daily specials!
Bring this ad for an additional
15% off any regularly priced
menu item with valid
BGSU student I.D.

Mon-Thurs
Fri
Sat

Sun

6:30am-8:30pm
6:30am-9;30pm
7:00am-9:00pm
8:00am-8:00pm

Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Woostcr

ALL LOCATIONS

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

• "Tenant Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• central air & heat
■ convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

UNIVERSITY COURTS
I&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
WALK ON OVER'

(419) 352 -0164

www.universitycourts-uvillageapartments.com
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BASKETBALL: MICHAEL JORDAN GETS READY TO RETIRE... AGAIN. PAGE 8

BRIEFING
Women's golf places
fourth at Invitational
The BG women's golf team
had a strong showing at the
Bronco Invitational this past
Sunday and Monday in
Kalamazoo, Mich. They
placed fourth out of the 10
teams in the tournament
and had two golfers finish in
the top 10 individually.
Senior Shelley Binzel was
the top finishing Falcon as
she finished in second place
overall after winning a playoff for the spot with an overall score of 154. It was her
fourth runner-up finish in
her BG career.
"Shelley Binzel played very
well for us and had a great
weekend," coach Kurt
Thomas said. "She was able
to get a big one hole playoff
win there and steal the runner-up spot."
Senior Emily Hassen also
placed in the top ten with a
tenth place finish after
shooting a 163 for the two
days. Her score did not count
towards the team however;
she was just competing for
the individual title.
Another finishing Falcon
during the weekend was
junior Jenny Schnipke, who
finished in fifteenth place
with a 165. Senior Stephanie
I KIM finished tied for twenty-fourth place by shooting a
168 and junior Julie Wise finished fifty-second with her
186.
The team will head down
to Columbus this weekend to
participate in the Ohio State
Invitational on Saturday and
Sunday.

Schnipke
has much
success as
a Falcon
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www.bgnews.com/sports
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Falcons crush IPFW, 17-8
By Andrew C layman

Kelly Hunt led the BG
baseball team with a
grand slam in the fifth
inning yesterday.

SPORTS REPORTER

A tight ballgame with nonconference
foe IndianaPurdue-Fort Wayne quickly
turned into a lopsided
slugfest yesterday, as the BG
baseball team plated 12 fifth
inning runs in route to a 17-8
triumph at Steller Field.
With a strong wind blowing
out to right-center and temperatures in the mid eighties,
the Falcon hitters came out
aggressive, pounding out 17
hits against four different
IPFW pitchers. No bat rang
louder than that of senior
clean-up hitter Kelly Hunt,
who crushed both a grand
slam and a three- run homer
in the fifth inning, breaking
the school record for runsbatted-in in a single inning
with seven. His eight total
RBI's ties the school record
held by Andy Tracy (1995),
leu Elias (2001), and Nick
Elrod (2001).
"It was definitely a good
day to be a hitter," head coach
Danny Schmitz said after the
game. "Kelly had a great day.
That's his job, to be the 'set the
tone' guy."
Despite the inviting weather conditions and vulnerable
IPFW pitching staff, the
Falcons (10-13, 4-4 in the
Mid-American Conference)
managed just a slim 3-2 lead
after four innings of play.
BASEBALL. PAGE 10

By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS REP0R1ER

Ben SwjnfM BG New

HOME RUN: Kelly Hunt gets ready to swing the bat right before he hits a grand slam in the fifth inning
yesterday to defeat IPFW Hunt broke the school record for RBIs in a single inning with seven.

Quite simply pui, yesterday
was Kelly Hunt's day.
Of course, it was supposed to
be his day, as he was celebrating
his birthday.
And Hunt saw no way better to
celebrate than winning a baseball game and breaking a school
record or two while he was at it.
"It's nice to see Kelly get some
hits,'' coach Danny Schmitz said.
"He's been getting hits lately, just
not the big hits we need him to
get."
Hunt decided that yesterday
would be a day of many big hits.
He started the game off by hitting a sacrifice fly in the bottom
of the first inning to put the
Falcons on top 1-0 before going
silent for a few innings.
It was the fifth inning when
Hunt really started swinging the
lumber.
He started the inning by crushing a grand slam to give the
Falcons a 7-2 lead.
Then he finished the inning by
driving a three-run homer over
die wall in center, giving him a
Bowling Green record with seven
RBIs in one inning.
The second homerun also
HUNT. PAGE 11

By Kevin Shields
SPORTS RfPORIIR
The Bowling Green women's
golf learn had a big production
this year from junior lenny
Schnipke. Her round of 76 was
the best on the team in their last
tournament al William & Mary as

Golf finishes sixth in Classic

she finished in 10th place.

By Erik Bell

She has already had three top
five finishes on the year and won

SPORIS REPORTER

an individual title at the Eastern
Kentucky Fall Invitational in
October.
She had a good fall season to
begin the year for the Falcons
and coach Kurt Thomas praised
her play.
"She has played well for us and
had a good fall season to begin
the year," Thomas said. "She had
good holes and holds the current
school record for lowest single
round score in school history
with her round
Kentucky."

at

The men's golf team again had
a great first round showing, but
faltered in the second and third
rounds to finish sixth at the 2003
Bullock Collegiate Classic.
The three round tournament
that took place Sunday and
Monday was hosted by Wright
State University, and was played
at the Greene Country Club in
Fairbom. Ohio.
The Falcons were tied for second place in the 14 team tournament after one round of play
after firing a score of 298 as a

team. However, just like last
week
at
the
Marshall
Invitational, the Falcons faltered
in the second and third rounds.
As a team, the Falcons shot a 307
in the second round and a 306 in
the third round, ending up with a
three round total of 911.
Coach Garry Winger was disappointed with his team's performance and cited a lack of
depth as the team's undoing
"I felt we didn't play well al all,"
Winger said. "It hurt us that our
best player didn't play well and
our lack of depth also hurt us."
the Falcons were led individ-

ually by Chris Leake. leake fired
a new personal best in the three
round tournament with a total
score of 221. That score was good
enough to tie for 5th place overall for Ix>ake. If ake fired 75's in
the first and ilmd rounds and a
71 in the second round.
Leake is a native of Centerville,
Ohio, and dius he grew up playing at Greene Country Club.
Winger felt this gave Leake a
huge advantage.
"I thought Chris played great,"
Winger said. "I was kind of
expecting him to play well since
he grew up in that area and he

did which was lucky for us."
Andy Miller tied for 21st place
overall with a score of 227 for the
Falcons Miller shot a 75 in the
first round and followed that
performance with back to back
76's in the second and third
rounds
Bud Ziglar, Craig Pickerel and
Adam Cordes also placed for the
Falcons Ziglar had a three round
total of 232, which lied him for
38th place overall. Pickerel had a
score of 237. which placed him
tied for 54th place. Cordes tied
for 56lh place with a score of 238.
Fellow
Mid-American

Conference school Ball State
took first place in the tournament with a three round total of
872, 20 strokes ahead of second
place finisher and host Wright
State.
Buller
and
American
University tied for third place
with a score of 900. Cincinnati
finished 9 strokes ahead of the
Falcons to finish in fifth place.
The Falcons finished two
strokes ahead of seventh place
finisher
Detroit-Mercy.
Rounding out die top ten. in
MEN'S GOLF, PAGE 11

Eastern

Schnipke is from Kalida, Ohio
where she played for Kalida I ligh
School for four years. While at

Spikers win Spring
Fling Tournament

Kalida, she earned second team
all-county honors in 1998 and in
1999 she lead her high school
team to their first unbeaten season in school history with a
fourth place finish at the state
tournament.
In her first year at BG, she par-

By Erica Gambaccmi

ticipated in all of the team's 10

SPORIS EDITOR

tournaments on the year. Her
best finish was third on the year,
as she placed third at both the
Grand Valley Spring Invitational
and Bronco Invitational.
She then finished the year with
a sixth place finish at the MidAmerican

Conference

Championships.
Her second year she had a run ner-up finish at the Ball State
Invitational and a ninth place
finish at the IUini Spring Classic.
She once again placed sixth at
the MAC Championships and
was the Falcons' top finisher.
"She is a very dedicated golfer
and works hard on her own and
in practice to improve on her
game," Thomas said.
Schnipke and her team will
compete this upcoming weekend in Columbus at the OSU
Invitational.

Ctim Schooler BG News

BLOCK: Nadia Bedricky (7) and Melissa Mohr (10) jump up to stop
the ball Saturday. The Falcons won the eight-team tournament.

After having a tough fall season the Falcon volleyball learn
had much success this spring
season.
They competed in the 14th
Annual
Spring
Fling
Tournament at Anderson Arena
Saturday and won the eightteam tournament for their second tide in three tournaments
this spring.
" We did a really good job. not
only in this tournament, bui in
the whole spring season especially in comparison to our fall
season. It kind of helped make
up for how we did in the fall,"
Sara Sikorski said.
In the fall the Falcons had an
overall record of 9-21 and a MidAmerican Conference record of
4-14. So far this spring the netters have an overall record of 21 6 including a 5-1 record in the
tournament Saturday.

"They were the toughest

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWWiBNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

opponents we saw all spring"
Sikorski said. "It was a tough
tournament because there were
five MAC schools there out of
eight teams and at all of the
other tournaments we only saw
one or two MAC teams"
The Falcons competed in the
Orange pool playing two games
against each of the other three
squads. Indiana-Purdue-Fort
VVfayne and MAC rivals Miami
and Toledo competed in the
same pool.
In the Brown pool, Ohio
University finished in first place
followed by Cleveland State,
Eastern Michigan and Findlay.
"OU had the player of the year
still on their team and Eastern
was coming off a good year and
Miami is always a tough team.
So we played really tough teams
over the weekend," Sikorski said.
After playing all of the schools
in their respected pools the
teams competed in cross-over
play where the Falcons faced

Ohio defeating them 2-0.
"OU was the toughest team
there other than us," Sikorski
said. "It was a big time win for us
because they didn't really lose a
lot of people. They had the player of the year play along with a
really great setter. They had size,
they had speed and we were still
able to beat them. It was really
great feeling to do so well on the
day and finish being the best
team there."
All five starting attackers for
the Falcons had at least 2.0 kills
per game on the day.
"It was really exciting to see
our team come together, that's
really important in our game,"
Sikorski said. "1 thought Mel
Mohr showed a lot of improvement over the spring season.
Susie Norris and Taylor |Twite|
both hit well on the day."
Mohr hit .333 and had 138
blocks per game Saturday, while
VOLLEYBALL PAGE 11
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Football needs some work
By Zach Baker
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Ben Swanget I

READY FOR ACTION: Rising senior quarterback Josh Harris drops back to make a pass. Harris has
come a long way in his years at BG according to head coach Gregg Brandon.

Football coach Gregg Brandon
gave his team a B in its progress
after the spring game on
Saturday.
While Brandon said he was
pleased with several areas of the
team, he said that certain aspects
are not where they need to be.
Some of that is expected,
according to Brandon, because
of the team's changes in coaches
and personnel.
Brandon said the offensive line
and running game were limited
in the spring game because of
several factors.
"Offensive line-wise, we are
nowhere near where we want to
be in the fall because of injuries,"
Brandon said. "The running
game isn't where it needs to be
because we didn't run our quarterbacks with the ball in the
spring and that's a big chunk of
our offense."
Brandon said that quarterback
losh I larris, who was 20-29 passing for 164 in the Spring, is about
on schedule with where he
should be at this point in the offseason.
"He's come along well,"
Brandon said, "losh has got to
bring his A-gaine for us to win a

championship...and he will."
On the defensive side,
Brandon said the squad is ahead
of the offense because of eight
returning starters and the same
coordinator, Tim Bcckman, while
the offensive staff has many new
coaches.
"The continuity is better over
there right now," Brandon said.
"From an offensive standpoint
there is more uncertainty...we
kept tilings as simple as we could,
mainly for the coaches...there are
some players who know the
offense better than the coaches. 1
thought they did a nice job this
spring."
On defense, Brandon said he
was also impressed with the play
of some of die new players on
that side, including defensive end
Devon Parks.
"Devon Parks is a kid that really stood out for us in spring
drills," Brandon said. T le was a
real pleasant surprise."
Brandon said he was a little
disappointed with the special
teams in the spring game, and
said there were some holding
mistakes. But Brandon also said
that punter Nate Fry had a decent
game and that kicker Sean
Suisham "has kicked fairly well
this spring."

Jordan's career coming to an end
By loseph White
•It ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Michael
Ionian surely expected a different ending, not a finale amid the
turmoil of his self-assembled,
crumbling team.
lordan finishes his NBA playing career — part three — in
Philadelphia
tonight
His
Washington Wizards teammates
will probably try to send him out
a winner, but there's no telling
what to expect after the tonguelashing some players got from
coach Doug Collins at Jordan's
last home game.
After Monday night's 93-79
loss to the New York Knicks,
( ollins criticized some players
for showing "insidious" disres|>ect to the coach. I le implied it
could lead to a roster purge in
the offseason.
"It doesn't matter how much
money you make or what you
do, you still respect the people
who are trying to bring the best
out in you." Collins said.
"Somewhere along the line,
that's been lost. And I sure hope
we can get it back, not just here,
but in all cities in the NBA."
Caught off guard by Collins'
remarks, lordan supported the
coach but said the timing or the
method might not have been the
best.
"These are things you have to
deal with," said lordan, who
plans to return to the Wizards'
front office. "I'd rather for them
not to lieout for everyone's opinion. Those are things I'd like to
field internally, but I think Doug
felt very disrespected."
At least this is helping the 40year-old lordan with one wish:
I le didn't want a big, somber fuss
over his retirement. Instead, he's
got a big mess.
His next job probably will be
to fix it and continue his quest to

rum around a franchise that hasn't won a playoff game in 15
years. Even with lordan on the
court, the Wizards have had
back-to-back losing seasons
marred by bad chemistry.
He'll sit down with team
owner Abe I'ollin after the season.
"My ending is going to be
when this team is successful,"
lordan said. "I am sure everybody would love to see me hit
the game-winning shot in the
finals. Sometimes not being able
to be as successful is a great signal because it lets you know that
it is the right time to move on

and do other things."

lordan said he would give
himself just an average grade for
his three years as the Wizards de
facto general manager. In die
future, he said he'll concentrate
more on finding players with
desire, passion and a willingness
to be learn and be coached —
even if they are considered marginal by die NBAs talent standards.
"I would take 12 guys who
have a strong passion to play
this game over 12 stars who
don't respect the game," lordan
said.
But that's lordan the personnel man. What about Ionian the
player, who wanted so badly to
get to the playoffs one last time?
He signed some promising
names this season for that final
run — ferry Stackhouse. Bryon
Russell, liirry Hughes, Charles
Oakley — but the playing styles
and personalities were a bad
mix from die start.
Then again, according to
Collins, even making the playoffs might have been enough to
satisfy lordan, his critics or even
his fans.
"Is there any way Michael
could win coming back to play?"

Barry Jarvinen AC Ptuld
RETIRING AGAIN: Former Chicago Bulls' star Michael Jordan kisses the basketball floor of Chicago
Stadium on Sept. 9.1994. Jordan finishes his NBA career, part three, in Philidelphia tonight.

Collins said. "Is the only scenario
that we win a championship? It's
perception. If we were to win
four more games and get swept
in the first round, would Michael
have been successful?
"What is success? If we don't
win the championship, for him
coming back is a failure. He's
judged at a standard no one else
even comes close to."
As for whether lordan will
retire for good — he's come back
twice already — he pointed out
that this was the first time he
announced it in advance. He
wasn't really ready to quit last

BGSU Dining Services presents the

Community Easter Buffet
Sunday, April 20, 2003 11:00AM until 2:00PM
Lenhart Grand Ballroom - Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Menu
Carved Pnme Rib w/ Au Jus
Country Glazed Ham
Chicken Breast with Supreme Sauce
Pasta Primavera

Steamed Fresh Vegetables

A

An Array of Gourmet Salads
Assorted Gourmet Desserts
3everages

Price

/

Reservations required
Call University Catering (419-372-7950)
Monday - Friday 9AM - 5PM
Parking is available in Lot E (by Smoketuaa). Lot A (by Centre*)
Lot F (behind Soronty houses, bay parking with 15 minute grace
oenoa forguast drop oft). Lot IT. and Lota 7 aid.' (Between
Harry and Read St off Thurstm Aval

FREE
Membership to Chenywood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool
•Sauna
•HydraSpa Whirlpool

-New Equipment
'Updated Lighting

Professional Trainers (avail, after May 15)

I

Make your home at:
Newly Renovated Haven House • Updated
Fox Run • Piedmont • Newly Renovated
Birchwood •Triplex
Small k
animals
allowed at
Triplex &
Birchwood

a row at home — lordan has
tried to savor his last few days in
uniform. He will do so again
Wednesday, and he wouldn't
mind if the tributes were toned
down.
"Play the game and walk
away. Look back on the game
with my own memories and my
own reminisces," Jordan said. "I
think you guys have seen what I
have meant to the game. I don't
need someone to recap it for me.
I would quiedy love to walk away
and still have my own little
piece. I'm not dead. I'm still
alive."

By Alan Robinson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PITTSBURGH
—
Tom
Glavine's third consecutive
strong start and Icromy Burnitz's
two-run homer led the New York
Mets past the Pittsburgh Pirates
3-1 last night, ending their sixgame losing streak.
Struggling closer Armando
Benitez. who blew three leads in
the last nine days, worked a
scoreless ninth for his fourth
save.
Glavine (2-1) limited the
Pirates to three singles over 6 1-3
innings, striking out five and
walking three. Since a 15-2 opening-day loss to die Cubs in his
Mets debut, Glavine has allowed
only two runs over 18 innings in
three starts, a 1.00 ERA
Glavine, improving to 19-12
against Pittsburgh, even struck
out lason Kendall—the first time
he's done that in 28 at-bals. Only
Don Slaught (32 at-batsl had a
longer streak without striking out
against the left-hander, who won
his 244th career game.
Bumitz was 3-for-4 with a pair
of singles off losh Iflgg (1-2) as
the Mets bounced back after
being outscorcd 22-8 during
Montreal's four-game weekend
sweep in Puerto Rico. The Mets
also lost the final two games of a
three-game series in Florida
before flying to San luan.
The Mets avoided dieir longest
losing streak since they dropped
12 in a row in August. They have
had diree losing streaks of at least
six games over the final two
months of last season and the
first two weeks of this season.
The Mets were short on pitching and power in Puerto Rico, but
got both in Pittsburgh. Burnitz's
second homer, a drive deep into
the scats in right-center, put
them up 2-1 in the fifth and came
afterTy Wigginton reached when
shortstop Abraham Nunez misplayed his grounder for an error.
Cliff Floyd, raising his career
average against the Pirates to
.349, followed an inning later
with a run-scoring double.
Roberto Alomar led off with a
single against Fogg, who gave up
three runs — two earned — and
six hits in seven innings.
Glavine retired 13 in a row
before Reggie Sanders walked
leading off the seventh and
Pokey Reese singled with one
out. The Pirates loaded the bases
against reliever Jaime Cerda
before Kenny Iofton filed out to
deep center to end the threat.
Scott Strickland pitched a
scoreless eighth.
Pittsburgh's only run came
after Sanders walked and stole
second in the second. With two
outs and first base open, manager Art Howe ordered Nunez
intentionally walked, and Fogg
grounded a run-scoring single
into left for his second hit of the
season.
Notes
Glavine was lifted after throwing 101 pitches. ... Howe needs
three more victories for 1,000 in
his managing career.... The Mets
were 0-2 in Pittsburgh last season.

RELIABLE PERSON?

Preferred Properties Co,

V- /

Adults-$15 95 plus tax
BGSU Students - Si3 95 w/ BGSU student ID
Children 4-12 years - $6 95 plus tax
Children under 4 years - FREE
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $13 95

time, but he didn't want to play
for another coach other than
Phil lackson in Chicago, where
they won six championships
together.
"With the Bulls, it wasn't my
option," lordan said. "If Phil
would have stayed, I would have
still played. That wasn't the end,
it was because I didn't want to
play for a rebuilding project.
Itiis is my choice. I'm looking to
walk into this because I know
there won't be another chance of
me being in the league."
Despite his team's losing ways
— they dropped their last five in

Mets
end
losing
streak

r £

RELIABLE CAR?
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED

FOR FALL 2003
Deliver BG News up to 3 hours every morning. M-F.
• REQUIREMENTS
-Reliable car (truck preferred) with insurance
-Ability to work M-F at 5:30 AM to 8:30 AM
-100% reliable with an outstanding
employment history
T

II

• BENEFITS
-S10-S15 Per Hour
-Weekends FREE

Apply in person M-F 8-5 PM
204 West Hall
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Lawton leads Indians in win Reds struggle
with Cubs, lose

CLEVELAND (AP) — Matl
Lawton hit a three-run homer to
help rookie Jason Davis and the
Cleveland Indians defeat the
Baltimore Orioles 8-3 Tuesday
night.
Orioles starter Omar Daal
later was ejected for hitting
lawton in the back with a pitch.
Lawton simply picked up the
ball and good-naturedly flipped
it back to the left-hander.
By then, the Indians had overcome a 2-0 deficit to lead 6-3.
Davis (1 -2) allowed three runs
and eight hits over seven innings
in his second career win. The 6foot-6 right-hander had a 1.42
ERA in spring training but was
hit hard and had a 12.86 ERA in
his first two starts.
Davis struck out only one, but
threw 65 of 87 pitches for strikes.
Milton Bradley and Shane
Spencer had three hits each for
Cleveland, which was hitlcss
over the first three innings.
The Indians got five hits in a
four-run fourth inning off Daal
(0-2), capped by Lawton's second homer.
Bradley began the rally with a
single to extend his seasonopening hitting streak to 13
games — longest by an Indians
player since Toby Harrah hit in
14 straight to open 1982.
One out later, Ellis Burks doubled in Bradley to make it 2-1.
Spencer singled and lawton
drove a 2-2 pitch over the rightfield fence for a 4-2 lead.
Jerry Hairston hit his first
homer with two outs in the fifth
to bring Baltimore within 4-3.
Cleveland came right back in
the bottom of the inning.

lory Oeiak AP Photo
HOSTILITY: Cleveland Indians' pitcher Carl Sadler, right, is held back by Indians' catcher Josh Bard,
second from right, after Sadler hit Kansas City Royals batter Michael Tucker. Sadler was ejected.

Bradley hit a one-out double
and took third on an infield single by Omar Vizquel. Burks singled in Bradley, and Spencer followed with an RBI double to
make it 6-3.
Daal then hit Lawton with a
breaking pitch and plate umpin'
Brian O'Nora immediately ejected the left-hander.
Pat Hentgen replaced Daal
with the bases loaded and
unleashed a wild pitch, scoring
Burks, but struck out the next
two batters.
The Orioles put together three
doubles and a single in a two-

run fourth.
David Segui and left* Conine
hit consecutive doubles for a 1 -0
lead. The RBI was just the second of the season for Orioles
cleanup hitter Conine.
After Jay Gibbons popped out,
Tony Batista singled in Conine.
One out later, B.J. Surhoff doubled over BradJcy's head, but the
center fielder recovered quickly
and threw to second baseman
Brandon Phillips, whose relay
beat Batista trying to score from
first.
Daal allowed nine hits and
seven runs in 4 1 -3 innings. Nine

Garland looks to Cleveland
By Joe Milicia
1HE ASS0CIA1ED PRESS

CLEVELAND — Cleveland
State is looking to make a head
coach out of another Michigan
State assistant.
The university expects to hire
Mike Garland for its coaching
vacancy after former Clemson
coach Larry Shyatt withdrew his
name from consideration.
"It's just a matter of working
out details with the contract,"
Cleveland State athletic director
Lee Reed said yesterday.
Garland. 48, has been an assistant at Michigan State for seven
years under coach Tom Izzo. He
is known for working one-onone with players like Mateen
Cleaves and lason Richardson
and improving their skills.

"Mike Garland is outstanding
in terms of player development
— in communication with student athletes," Reed said.
"He was so passionate about
our job and wanting to be here.
I le's ready for this opportunity."
Garland would replace Rollie
Massimino who resigned last
month after the Vikings went 822 and finished last in the nineteam Horizon League.
At Cleveland State, Massimino
was unable to duplicate the success he had while leading
Villain A,i to an improbable 1985
NCAA title. After a promising
start, the Cleveland State program sputtered, going 90-113 in
Massimino's seven seasons
there.
Garland would become the

second assistant to leave Izzo's
staff for a head coaching job this
year. The University of Dayton
hired Brian Gregory last week.
Tom Crean of Marquette, Stan
Heath of Arkansas and Stan
loplin of Toledo also are former
assistants under Izzo.
"1 really think there's something there when those people
go out and have that kind of success," Reed said.
Before arriving at Michigan
State, Garland led Belleville I Ugh
School in southeast Michigan to
a 153-49 record over nine years.
He was named The Associated
Press High School Coach of the
Year in 1993-94.
He played with Izzo for
Northern Michigan University
where he graduated in 1977.

of the last 13 batters he faced hit
safely.
Notes: O'Nora was stunned
when a foul ball by Segui hit him
in the left shoulder in the eighth,
but he stayed in the game.... The
Orioles have lost 15 of the their
last 17 games in Cleveland. ...
Daal has lost eight straight, dating to 2002 when he was with
Los Angeles.... Baltimore still has
not had a win from a lefty starter
since April 28.2001, when Chuck
McElroy beat Minnesota. ...
VTzquel's single in the fifth broke
an 0-for-16 streak. I le added an
RBI triple in the eighth.

CHICAGO (AP) — Sammy
Sosa needed a little help for his
501st homer.
Sosa homered and Shawn
Estes pitched no-hit ball through
five innings as the Chicago Cubs
defeated the Cincinnati Reds 111 on yesterday.
The Cubs took advantage of a
24-mph wind to hit three home
runs. Mark Bellhorn and llee
Seop Choi also homered.
The Cubs sent 11 batters to the
plate in the fourth inning. Sosa,
who hit his 500th homer against
Cincinnati on April 4 but had not
hit one since, connected against
Reds starter Danny Graves, giving the Cubs a 1-0 lead.
The ball appeared to be a routine fly ball and kept Sosa from
his patented hop, but the wind
pushed it out of the park.
"I hit it but 1 didn't hit it quite
enough," Sosa said. "Sometimes
you know when you hit the ball
very good that it's going to go
right away. That was kind of a fly
ball. I think the wind helped."
Graves agreed.
"When I turned around
IRubenl Mateo was going after it
like he was camped under it and
it just kept going, but that's
Wrigley Field," Graves said.
Graves then gave up a single to
Troy O'Leary, a walk to Choi and
a single to Ramon Martinez.
Bellhorn followed with a two-run
single, scoring O'Leary and Choi
and Adam Dunn dropped Paul
Bako's fly ball in left, scoring
Martinez. Then Patterson drove
in Bellhorn with a double over

Dunn's to head to make it 5-0.
"He |Graves| got a little a tentative after the fly ball went out."
Cincinnati manager Hob Boone
said.
Estes (1 -11 retired the first nine
batters he faced before walking
Felipe Lopez to open the fourth.
He also hit Sean Casey in that
inning but escaped by getting
Austin Kearns to hit into a double
play.
The Cubs committed three
errors Monday night in their 11 -3
loss to the Reds, but played better
defense yesterday.
"It was a good day for us especially after the bad day we had
yesterday," manager Dusty Baker
said. "It's kind of a tale of two
teams from yesterday to today.
Hopefully we do the same
tomorrow and hopefully we're
not on an even/ other day program."
Kelly Stinnett got Cincinnati's
first hit leading off the sixth
inning when the wind drove his
fly ball over Corey Patterson's
bead for a leadoff double.
Graves (0-2) in his first season
as a starter, pitched five innings
and gave up nine runs, six of
them earned.
Martinez had an RBI-double in
the fifth and scored on Patterson's
single. One batter later. Sosa
drove in two more nins on a double to make it 9-0.
Choi tagged Reds reliever
losias Munzanillo for a leadoff
homer in the sixth and Bellhorn
hit his first home nin of the season, to make it 11 -0.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Heidi Romer
Freshman

Heidi Romer won both her singles and doubles matches
against Ball State Saturday to help the Falcons top (he
Cardinals 4-3.
Romer was the last Falcon left on the court with the score tied
3-3, she found herself in the decisive singles match for the second week in a row.
Last week Romer gave the Falcons the final victory they needed to defeat Miami 4-3.
Romer played in the sixth flight for the sixth flight for the
Falcons in both deciding matches.
Saturday she defeated BSW's Aryce /oilman in a third set
marathon match.
Romer dropped the opening set in a tiebreaker, but rallied
back for a 6-2 win in the second set. In the final set. she took a 41 commanding lead only to see Zollman tie it up at 4-4.
However, Romer did not give up and proceeded to win the
next two games for 6-4 victory.
Romer also competed with Andrew Mcister at the No. 3 doubles position to give the Falcons their only doubles victory! The
pair defeated the Cardinals' Zollman and Kara Sullivan 6-6.
The Falcons take on Akron and Buffalo at home this weekend.

Hie athlete of the week is selected by Vie BG News s/xirts staff
due to their outstaridingaccomplishmenls.

3 ON 3 BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
MID-AMFJUCAN CHALLENGE
April 26,27 - Kreisrtf Courts
«.
Bowling Green UniversiMptudents Only!
^jf
(No scholarship BG Basketball Players Allowed)
Separate Girls and Q&fi TourngownlT
Top Three Teams Will Receive (Girt Certificates)
1st Place 2nd Mate 3rd Place
Guys
$700
_ $315^T $170
Girls
$32&^L$13#
$96
Tournament Sponsors:
Tradewinds Sweet Tea
BEE-GEE flOOK STORE AL-Mar Lanes
JBR Automotive
R6wljngs Pizza Hut
Ask Mom or Dad to sponsor your team,:Re8i4Jrarion Deadline is April 23
For tournament information:
www.angelfire com/mac2/3on3 dr©ara79@hotmail.com
Post Tournament Party, Award Presentation A Fre* Bowling at M-Mar lane* April 29*

student PUBLICATIONS

MARCH MADNESS
CONTINUES
1

ASK ABOUT FREE ROAD RUNNER
"Mercer Manor
Apartments

"Columbia Court
Apartments

■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full bath
1
A/C fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher, G/D
• New Rate at $750/ month + utilities

• 3 bedroom/ 2 bath, furnished
• Starting at $750/ month + utilities

"Heinz Apartments
451 & 424 Frazee

808 & 818 N, Enterprise
• 3 bedroom/ 2 bath, A/C,
fireplace, microwave,
dishwasher & G/D
• Starting at $800/ month +utilities

ff^

"Campbell Hill
Apartments
1

2 bedroom townhouses with full
basement. Washer/ dryer hookup
' Starting at $725/ month + utilities

k
Frazee Avenue Apartment • F|e|d Manor • 522 E. Merry
• 2 bedrooms starting at $590°°/ month + utilities
' Semester leases available

Summer Listings Available
Hours:
Monilny - Friday
Saturday ■■..

WfiP
• -f I I NIIRIAR, INC.

445 E Wooster
, Bowling Green OH 43402
352-0717
WWA ■

.. -...-_

.:".'llt.|i

Summer 2003 BG News Editor
Fall 2003 BG News Editor
2003-2004 Gavel Editor
2003-2004 Key Yearbook Editor
2003-2004 Miscellany Editor
2003-2004 Obsidian Editor
Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday, April 18 at 4 p.m.
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Penguins fire coach Kehoe
By Alan Robinson
IMi JSSOCiMfD PRESS

PITTSBURGH — Rick Kehoe
was fired yesterday after less
than two full seasons with the
Pittsburgh Penguins, leaving as
the team's only coach since the
mid-1980s to fail to make the
playoffs.
Kehoe, a former Penguins'
player and assistant coach, had a
55-81-14-10 record since succeeding former coach Ivan

Hlinka four games into the 2001i 12 season. I llinka was fired after
coaching the Penguins to the
Eastern Conference finals in his
only full season as coach.
The firing means the Penguins
will be seeking their seventh
coach since the 1996-97 —
owner-player Mario U'tnieux's
last full season More he initially

retired.
former

general

manager

FIRED: Penguins' head coach
Rick Kehoe was fired yesterday.

P.ddie Johnston was fired as
coach midway through that season and replaced on an interim
basis by general manager Craig

Patrick.
Kevin Constantine was hired
in 1997, but was fired in
December 1999 after several
run-ins with star laromir lagr. He
was succeeded by Herb Brooks,
who coached the team the rest
of the season but could not be
persuaded to take the job full
time.
Kehoe's record is by far the
worst of any Penguins' coach
since Bob Berry, also the last
Penguins' coach to fail to make
the playoffs in consecutive seasons. Berry had a 88-127-25
record from 1984-87, missing
the playoffs each season.
The Penguins made the playoffs each season from 1990-91 to
2001-02 before missing the last
two seasons, when they finished
poorly under Kehoe. They were
winless in their final 10 games
(0-9-1) last season, and won only

twice in their final 22 games this
season (2-18-2).
Kehoe said recently that he
and assistant coaches Randy
Hillier and loe Mullen shared in
the blame for the Penguins' failures.
"You can give all the excuses
you want, but you still have to
work with the guys you have," he
said. "You win as an organization
and lose as an organization."
Kehoe had one year left on a
contract worth about $350,000,
making him one of the NHLs
lowest-paid coaches.
The Penguins' new coach will
take over one of the NHLs worst
teams. The Penguins finished
next-to-last in the NHLs overall
standings, ahead of only
Carolina, and are not expected
to have Lemieux in the lineup
next season. He has all but said
he will retire for a second time.

Falcon hitters go at it against IPFW
grand slam and fourth homerun of the year over the left field
fence. With the Falcons now
leading 7-2. the Mastodons
pulled starter Eric lambert and
brought in right-hander Keegan
Uivcock. The move would not

BASEBALL. FROM PAGE 7

Starting pitcher Tyler Saneholtz
(3-2) worked his allotted four
innings, allowing two runs (one
earned) on four hits, striking out
six. The performance was
enough to earn him his third win help.
Pinch-hitter Kevin Umgstreth
of the season.
Hie Falcons scored a run in greeted Laycock with a solo
the first inning on a sacrifice fly homer to right, making it an 8-2
by I hint, and they took the lead ballgame. The Falcons then
in the fourth with an RBI triple promptly loaded the bases once
from Spencer Schmitz and an more, and Barkholz drove in
RBI single by catcher lesse Sobol. Schmitz with an RBI single. With
the bases still juiced, IPFW (14HIII the sun tanning fans at
sieller Held could not have been 19-1) turned to the bullpen
prepared for the impending again, but reliever Travis Johnson
also received a mde welcome, as
offensive explosion.
After BG reliever Matt Steven Raszka pinch-hit and
I lundley worked a scoreless top cleared the bases with a three
half of the fifth inning, the run double to right field.
Falcons' hitters started a merry- Reimold followed with a single,
go-round on the base paths, and Hunt parked his fifth round
making victims of three IPFW tripper of the season into the
pitchers in a half inning that pine trees in center field, putting
looked more like pre-game bat- the obligatory exclamation point
on the rally.
ting practice.
After a pair of infield hits by
When the inning finally
lead-off man David Rarkholz ended, lfi men had batted. 12
and Dash VbSt, Nolan Reimold runs had scored, and nearly an
drew a walk to load the bases hour had passed.
"I felt pretty good today," Hunt
with nobody out. The stage was
set I'm I him. who hit his first said, who was also celebrating

Ben Stranger BG News

SAFE: A Falcon batter slides into second base yesterday as the
Falcons defeated IPFW 17-8 at Steller Field.

his 22nd birthday. "It was a good
day to get the ball up in the air."
iyler lohnson, Ryan Undquist,
and Doug Flere Finished the
pitching duties for BG, while
Bobby Ma jer drove in one of two
insurance runs for the Falcons in
die seventh inning, helping the
home team seal a 17-8 win and
improve to 6-2 at Steller Field.

"We are starting to make some
progress," Schmitz said. "But we
need to come back tomorrow
and be disciplined and keep it
going."
The Falcons host Wright Stale
tomorrow afternoon at 3 p.m.,
and they return to MAC play this
weekend with a four game series
at Northern Illinois.

WWW-BGMEWS.COIVI
GRADUATE! Upper Level Housing

1740 E. Wooster
(Behind Frickers)
Bowling Green. OH

419-352-1520

-Laundry facilities
-Close to campus
-Internet access avail.
-Full cable w/ HBO
$20.00/ month
-Individual heat/A.C.
-Outdoor pool use
-Plenty of parking

YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT
"« '» MANVII.I.F . One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people.
$473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available
5/17/03 to 5/X/04.
517 E. REED At Thuratln. One Bedroom. 1 Bath. Furnished. Or
Unfurnished.

Health Educators of Lifestyle Programs

Want to become a Peer Educator?

505 CLOUCH STREET Campus Manor - Behind Kioto's. Two
Bedroom Furnished One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
BI5 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
797 - 127 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $395.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
MS THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $440,011
One Year One Person Rate - $390.00
7D1 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00

For More information contact the
Wellness Connection
at 372-9355

Roommate moved out
Tuition just increased

<U» SIXTH

Now What???

"All Day, Everyday"
Mon:
11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

3.5»3>-7*7T

April 16th
April 18th

10-2
11-3

Career Services
Union

^^

I

(papa)

I MW !2£i ffi^j cash, checks
1 I

WE HAVE MANY OTHER ONE AND TWO SEDKIXM BUILDINGS. STOP
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE.

1

I SlU'JarJ! SpsdaJ I Ipllp'd'-J W>p&&wP

1 Large
1 Item

1 Extra Large 1 Item

WE 1/ /OilPETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH A JMKi.vw
REFUNDABLE PET DEPOSIT

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.

Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
www.jnhnnewloverealesUte.com
Ho Limii |

For more info contact: Steve Eich at detlsje^ups.com

Two Bedroom, One Bath Plus Vanity.

School Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
8*0-J)5B SIXTH - Roc* Ledge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths,
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
III MisBIIH
Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year Two Person Rate - $450.00
MB SEVENTH. One Bedroom unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate $450.00
725 NINTH-Om- Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWEDI
School Year - One Person Rate - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $3X0.00
TH S, COLLEOE Two Bedroom Unfurnished, I 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00

TT\*«NiT STS^MJS
Uouas'
^

On campus in Student Employment

School Year - Two Person Rate • $540.00
One Year • two Person Rate - $450.00
451 THIIRSTIN - Across From Offenhauer. Furnished Efficiencies
with full baths. Assigned Parking.
School Year - One Person Only - $3X5.00
One Year One Person Only ■ $345.00
521 E. MERRY - Close to Offenhauer Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $8X5.011
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00

Register for HHS 440

Rent went up

We can help... up to $23,000
Tuition Assistance
plus a paycheck!!

many inland lakes.
Since none of Ohio's other
MAUMEE. Ohio — They are bodies of water are as prolific as
always the most successful fish- lake Erie, the Maumee in eariy
ermen on the river each spring. spring is the place to go to harWhile others wade the chilly vest walleye stock. It is just one
waters of the Maumee for hours of die many ways the big lake
and emerge with possibly a shares its wealth. The lack of
walleye or two, these guys are suitable habitat sometimes
literally swimming in fish with- prohibits or greatly reduces
natural walleye reproduction in
in minutes of their arrival.
They appear on the river the states reservoirs, and the
early every year when hundreds huge concentrations of fish in
of dtousands of Lake Erie wall- the river help solve that probeye are making their spring lem.
"We usually don't have any
spawning nin up the Maumee.
These fishermen use uncon- trouble finding the fish right
ventional tackle, no rods and away," biologist MikeWilkerson
reels, and within minutes they said. "The hard part is making
dirow all of their catch back — sure we get out there at the right
despite the fish being well in time so we get more than just a
excess of five pounds and flirt- couple of females whose eggs
are flowing. If the timing is just
ing in the 14-pound range.
But these are no ordinary right, this is a fairly simple operfishermen. They use nets and ation."
The Division of Wildlife biolbuckets and jars — and a bit of
ogists usually launch their rig
juice.
They are fisheries biologists near Orleans Park right in
from the Ohio Division of downtown Maumee. Although
Wildlife and personnel from the walleye runs also take place on
state hatcheries. While they the Sandusky and Portage
release everything they catch, rivers, Wilkerson said this is die
they only do so after harvesting place to go with the electrofishing I lO.il.
the next generation.
"Nothing matches the
They electro-fish, which is
not permitted for sport and Maumee in terms of its conceninvolves more catching than tration of fish." Wilkerson said.
"Wfe will work up and down the
fishing
The biologists use a specially stream in the area where we put
outfitted 18-foot aluminum the boat in. and the fish are
boat that is equipped with a always there."
Many of the fishermen along
small generator that sends an
electrical field 15 to 20 feet out die Maumee stop to watch the
into the water. This current operation, and are shocked
momentarily stuns the fish and themselves by the number of
they surface near the boat, fish the electro-shocker boat
brings up, and by their size.
immobilized but unharmed.
"It is fascinating to watch, but
The walleye are lifted from
the river in large dip nets and a bit aggravating at the same
placed in live wells on the boat time," fisherman Dan Baker
where they get plenty of oxygen from Toledo said. "We stand in
during their brief stay. After a that freezing river for hours and
couple of passes, the boat maybe get nothing and these
returns to shore where the guys just zap the water and
female walleye are stripped of bring out buckets offish — in a
their eggs and the males of their few minutes. I guess now we
mill. These unwitting donors go know the fish are there."
Wilkerson said that during
back in the Maumee River
within minutes, and will likely the peak of the run, which usube back out swimming in huge ally occurs in early to mid-April,
schools in lake Erie in just a few the larger females bulging with
eggs are in the current where
days.
The eggs and milt are mixed, the river bottom is composed
flushed with oxygen, and primarily of gravel. The females
packed in coolers for the trip to broadcast or release their eggs
one of Ohios hatcheries. This into the moving water, not onto
group of fishermen is working a nest like some species do. The
to propagate the next generation and spread the walleye to
WALLEYE, PAGE 11
By Matt Markey
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THERE IS STILL TIME

STUDIO APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
for summer, semester or year leases
•Low as $395.00 per month S***™**
i
New **
•Includes all utilities
\ Uniuu f
v
•Fully furnished
''v",x
•Stove, refrig, microwave, 25 inch TV

Buckeye
Studios

Walleye brings
new generation

■ mil
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Golfers to
compete
in Kent
State Invite
MEN'S GOLF. FROM PAGE 7

order, were Dayton, Duquesne,
and Loyola-Chicago.
Rounding out the rest of the
field were, in order of finish,
Cleveland State, Robert Morris,
Youngstown State, and MiamiMiddletown.
The Falcons will be in action
again this weekend in the Kent
State Invitational in Ravenna,
Ohio. Play will take place on
Saturday and Sunday.

Norris leads
Falcons;
Twite has
solid spring
VOLLEYBALL, FROM PAGE 7

Norris led the Falcons with a
team-high 4.75 kills per game in
the tournament.
Twite has also had a solid
spring season leading the
Falcons in hitting efficiency with
a .365 average.
Emily Manser, Twite and
Norris are each averaging over
2.50 kills per game in the spring
season.

At least 60
percent of all
corn grown
in the United
States is fed
to animals.

%

Female walleyes
to be relocated
WALLEYE, FROM PAGE 10

ever-present males release their
milt at the same time.
"If we locate the females, it
is usually no problem picking
up the males — they are everywhere,'' Wilkerson said. "Once
we've removed the milt and
the eggs, the fish are returned
to the river alive. It is a very
short-term thing — they are
back swimming in the river
within minutes."
The average adult female
walleye will hold thousands of
tiny eggs about the size of a
pin head. When the females
are ready to spawn, the eggs
will flow freely.
After the eggs are mixed
with the milt and fertilized in
the parking lot next to the
river, they are immediately
trucked to the London or St.
Marys hatchery. After spending a few weeks in incubation
jars at the hatchery, the typical
"two eyes and a wiggle" hatch

is visible.

The walleye are reared in
outdoor ponds at the hatchery
where they feed on plankton.
After another month or so,
these fish are stocked in Ohio's
upland reservoirs as 1- to 3inch long fingerlings.
While most of the fish gathered from the Maumee by the
electro-fishing rig are propagated as a pure strain of walleye, sometimes the eggs are
harvested and mixed with the
milt from male sauger collected from the Ohio River to produce the hybrid saugeye.
The saugeye is the most frequently stocked fish in the
state, with some 13 million fingerlings stocked in state reservoirs last year.
Wilkerson said the state
biologists also use the shocker
boat for population surveys on
Ohio's lakes, rivers and reservoirs. They have brought stalerecord class fish to the surface
in some of their surveys.
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Classified
Ads

372-6977
Tt* BG Ne*s *»lt not knowingly ««p« jdw
ti*m«H\ thai diH-nmiiuie. or encowaft diwnnv
iruiton i£iin\i any individual or group on the
bftut of race, tct, cola, erred, rrliyian. national
origin, *«u»l ixirm.ilion. disability. tfjMt at ■
veteran, or on ihc bam of any other legally pro
tc, led Mituv

Services Offered
French tutor-all levels - $10/hr.
Eng./ESL proolreading $1.50/pg.

Call 419-353-2306.
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the tacts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Learn a skill tor lile Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandortonslables.com
NEWATPISANELLO'S
"Game-Time Wings"
Try a sample of 5 wings

lor $1.75

helped him tie a school record
with eight RBIs in a game.
"Kelly had a great day,"
Schmitz said. "He really broke
the game open."
Hunt wasn't the only one
doing damage for the Falcons,
as they finished the inning with
12 runs and an eventual win.
"It's nice to have an inning
like that," Schmitz said. "I hope
it gives the hitters confidence."
It was Hunt's first homerun
that really started the Falcons'
offense.
It was also the first homerun
that ensured that Hunt would
continue his current 15-game
hitting streak, a feat that is usually the sign of a hot hitter.
But Hunt still hasn't been
happy with his hitting as of
late, and today may have signaled an end to any worries he
might have for the rest of the
season.

"I haven't been very comfortable at the plate lately," Hunt
said. "So 1 got out some films
from last season and saw some
little things that I needed to
change."
It seems hard to believe that a
player batting .420 would be
worried about his hitting, but
those are the standards a
potential All-American needs
to set for himself.
Schmitz also sets high standards for Hunt, and has felt that
Hunt's play has been a little
slow as of late.
Even more noticeable to
Schmitz, though, has been
Hunt's great play the last few
games.
"He's started getting big hits
the last few times out," Schmitz
said. "He's been our set the tone
guy"
Hunt's next chance to set the
tone and break more school
records will come this afternoon against Wright State.

Now accepting
Visa. Mastercard & Discover

Wanted
1 sublsr. male or lemale.
747 Clough. May thru Aug 03.
Please call Liz at 419-354-7632
Grad tickets needed tor 9:30
graduation with College of Arts &
Sciences. Will pay" Call Heidi at
691-2060
Grad tickets needed tor May.
Will pay cash.
Call 419-214-1088
Looking for rmtes. Going to MCO
next yr. or just moving to Toledo.
Male or lemale. Kristy at 353-4688.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS Needed'
Earn up to $150-450/day. Local
Castings No exp. neccessary.
Call1-888-8200164ext1132
SUBLEASER NEEDED May 12Aug. 12.1 bdrm. in new Millikin
downtown has A/C1 Call 3540040.
leave msg.

Help Wanted
400 counselors/instructors needed1
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohikan8004884321ww.lohikan com

BISNYSM11XS

$24.95

I.AHDO HCViV

104 S. M*/u
35309**

Male dance instructor needed. Tap
& Jazz Musi have ballet exp Dedicated & inspiring. Contact Dance FX
Academy of fhe Arts 419-531-3077
Marketing Associate
Local investment advisory practice
looking for an individual who is selfmotivated w/excellent verbal skills
for telephone-based marketing.
NO direct selling. Position will
provide right person w/excellent
opportunity to grow & learn exciting
industry the right way Competitive
hourly wage. Fax resume to
419-891-2281 il interested
Now hiring for Summer Employment
Raise money for BGSU while building your resume, work a flexible
schedule & earn $7.25/hr. on campus Call 3720400 or email:
ryan.gallagher@rutfalocody.com

Tired of draining your Piggy
Bank?? Summer Work Is Avail.
Internships S Scholarships awarded
Valuable work experience
Excellent Income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
Possible earnings $368-$1250/wk
Interviewing now! Toledo area
Call 1-800-809-9006
Start making $$$ today!
Want to become a Peer Educator''
Register tor HHS 440.
For more information contact the
Wellness Connection at 372-9355

For Sale

$500 Police Impounds'
Cars/trucks/SUV s from $500
Hondas. Chevys & more' For listings
call 800-719-3001 ext 4558
3 piece couch. $75 Loveseat $50
or both for $100. Futon for $100
All in good condition 353-4704

PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Sports camp in Maine.
Coaches needed. Tennis, Basketball. Baseball. Water-Sports. Rock
Climbing, Biking, Golf. Archery.
Hockey & more. Work Outdoors.
Have a great summer. Call Free:
(8881-844-8080 or
Apply Online: www campcedar.com

90 Chevy Berelta
Automatic,2-dr, AC. red.

116K $1600 373-6050
Double bed. very good cond.!!

$150OBO
Call 353-3892.
Twin bookcase bed. mattress and
box spring, matching dresser w/mirror, great cond." $150 OBO

419-354 6689

STAYING FOR SUMMEH7777
ARE YOU SICK OF JOB. s
$2000.00- $4000.00 PER MONTH
Internships &
Scholarships Awarded
Valuable Work Experience
Excellent Income
Awesome Atmosphere
Increase People Skills
Increase Resume Value
Team Atmosphere
Flexible Start Dates
INTERVIEWING NOW
TOLEDO AREA
1-800-809-9006

For Rent
"Reduced house rent on last Ig
house. 211 E. Reed St. House- 304
Court St- Up. Ig. 2 odrms. incl all
util. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
03-04 apt/house 3 bdrm. $750

2 bdrm $400-650
eff-1 bdrm. $250 350
Call 419-353-8206

GRADUATE

S15.95

The Flower Basket
l655.MoInSt.
Bowling Green. OH
4I9-3S2-6395

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

k.A.4

Come
Check
It Out!

• Efficiency & 1 bedroom
• Starting at $375 per
month plus electric

HOURS:

A bright, cheery azalea plant is accented by this pastel pot that
features an adorable bunny on the front.

Wl ALSO HAVS A WOWtKFUl
ULiciiON or BLOOMING SMIMO
HAHTS rom rou TO CMOOSI FROM

Summer child care m Waterville
area We are looking for a responsible person to watch our 3 kids Irom
June 9-Aug 22 Must have reliable
transportation Call 419-340-5444.
after 6 pm call 419-878-0026

Now taking applications for summer
and for fall staff positions. @ a local
child care center. Call 352-2506.

S21.95

SPECIAL

It's easy to find the Easter eggs in this crystal vase that's filled with
eggs and topped with a fresh tulip arrangement.

M(SAT0VCH, M GOLOtU T.

Greek soronty looking for cook 0304 academic year. 35 1/2 hrs. week
Send resume to Gamma Phi Beta
Cook 1616 Williams Dr.Fremont. OH
43420 or call Kathy at 419-332-6717
or Jen at 419-214-4795

Summer child care in my home
Mon-Thur 8am-5pm.
419-354-1976 leave message

HISTORIC MILLIKIN
HOTEL

You'll add a smile to your Easter celebration with this fresh spring
centerpiece that is tucked into a smiling bunny container!

Com PIAY fm POOL,

Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starting in May
Please call 353-0325

STUDENT HOUSING

#»

$» SPECIAL-EASTER-TREATS

•I-:I;I;STKA

Easy walk Irom Campus Work
pt/time or lull time around your
college & personal schedule. Work a
mm of 15 hrs 'wk Many college
students work here Standard pay is
$6.00/hr These are unskilled |Obs
involving assembling & packaging ol
small parts. Apply in person b/w the
hrs. of 9am-5pm (M-F) at AD
VANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough St BG.OH. only 2
blocks from campus near Kinko's &
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.

Advance danoa <nstructo' MMM
College level to pre-protessional
matehal. Ballet exp. preferred.
Contact Dance FX Academy of the
Arts 419-531-3077
Bartender trainees needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541

The first TV couple to sleep in the same bed
was Fred and Wilma Flintstone.

Child care needed in our Sylvania
home for our 11 & 13 yr ok). Must be
avail, for entire summer. June 5 lo
Aug. 27. btwn. 8am-5pm M-F. Must
have a car & re! Please send 1 pg
description of your qualifications to
PO Box 664 Sylvania OH 43560

Home Workers needed for assembly
work. Send one 010 self-addressed
envelope to J.C. P.O. Box 87
Wauseon. OH 43567. Purchase req.

(419)352-5166

HUNT, FROM PAGE 7

Help Wanted

Great resume builder lor Recreation.
Social Work, Education. Pre-Med S
Nursing majors' Camp Ho Mila
Koda. serving children w diabetes
since 1929, is looking to hire Camp
Counselors. Admin Ass'ts. & Dispensary Staff. 216-591-0800 ext 34
or www camphomilakoda org

with a $5.00 minimum purchase

Hunt extends 15game hitting streak

Help Wanted

Mon Fri
9am-5pm
Sat
9am-1pm

rn
SUMMIT STREET
APARTMENTS
• Efficiency & 1 bedroom
apartments
• Starting at $290 per
month plus utilities

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 E Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717
www wenot orq/-gbrcMil.il

Call About

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

Am
agement

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things'!

1 month

FREE

Summef
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

Awesome Rates!
4UU single occupancy
JUU

double occupancy

** Free heat & water**

Call (419) 352-4380

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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FITWELL CENTER

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS I

Huron River
CanocTrip

spring 2003 Hours
M»

mm
mmm*
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IIMIHI
l:00-S:SOpm

t.onKng this summt>

April 16
from

Sg?

7:30am-5pm
Call the IM Office at
2.1464 for h-ifo

nrroitmttun « MAY I

Summer Leam-to
Swim
MftetradonbMfeisMay 19.
cJ 2 271 I for info

SRC HOURS
Easter Weekend
Hours
Apr! II: 6am-11 pm
Apr* 19: 9am-11 pm
Apr* 10: Neon-1 Ipm

2003 GROUPEX SCHEDULE
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•AQUOFII

TUM.

Wad.
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

I and 2 bdrm apis avail in serene
park-like setting. Includes applian
ces. heat, and returbished entries
Bowling Green Village 352-6335

1-2 female subleasers needed.
5/03-8/03.2 bdrm.. i 5 bath. w/d.
furnished Must pay util but rent negotiable Call 353 3038 Stephanie.

2003-04 Apartments
800 Third SI.
3 blocks oil campus. Call 354-9740

1 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
$390/mo. Available now! No pets
1 or 2 sublsrs needed tor
2 bdrm. house from 5/15-8/8.
Call 353-0477.

"Apartments & Rooms 03-04
Apts-311 S 316 E Merry.
2 Ig. bdrms. starts al $560'mo.
Rooms next to campus. $225/mo.
includes utilities.
Also, summer only rentals avail.
Call (419) 353-0325 9am 9pm.

1 or 2 sublsrs needed. May 15. 03Aug. 15.03 S250 mo ($125) plus
util. Own room Call 419-354-0257

2 bdrm. apt, turn, avail May.
801 Fifth St $495/mo • gas/elect
Call 419-494-9282

1 subleaser needed tor summer
5/10-8/10. $225<mo . util.
Call 373 6050

2 bdrm. apt. & 3 bdrm townhouse
available for summer & tail leases.
Call 352-5822

12 moleases starting
May 17.2003:
230 N. Enterprise #D
Br.- 1 person- $390 ♦ util
266 Manville
Br- 2 person- $580 « util
322 E Court «4- 1 Br
person- $420 incl all util
415 E Court «A
Br- 1 person- $330 • util
415 E Court #C
Br - 2 person $450 . util.

2 bdrm apt. avail May 15. $600. located on campus NO pets and yr.
lease required Call 354-0229.

419352 4650

1
2
1
1
2

2 bdrm. apt., excellent cond.
Close to University!!
Call 686-4651.
2 bdrm. turn, or unfurn. apts. 724
6th St. 705 7th St. $460 mo 1 yr.
lease $525 mo school year lease.
Call 354-0914
2 bdrm. unfurnished tor Aug. 710
Seventh St. Quiet seniors & grads,
new kitchens, heal paid 352-3445

Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917
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3 Subleasers needed for 3 bdrm.
house this summer, 6/1-8/15
$650'mo . util. 352 7444
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Store your stuff for the summer
Many sized avail Call Buckeye Inn
» Studios any time. 352-1520
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
27
28
31
33
35
38
39
42
45

Small boys
Treaties
Slanted type: abbr.
One of HOMES
In progress
Xavalleria Rusticana" lady
Harangue
Threefold
Crackle and Pop's partner
Start ot a quote
Studio stand
Fly single
Annex
Haggard novel
Encountered
Slowly, in music
Chinese secret society
Contributed
Make scholarly corrections
Quoted president
Vast expanse
"Annie Get Your Gun"
co-star

For rent: 4 bdrm, 1 bth. house @
516 E. Reed avail. Aug. 16 for a 12
mo lease $1050'mo. House in good
shape w/nice backyd.. carpeted, 1/2
block from campus, w/oft St. parking.
Unturn. appiic inclu. no dogs. sec.
dep required, contact
Jane@janewu rth01@aol.com

t
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
29
30
32
34
36
37
40
41
42
43
44

Most concise
Plains tribe
"Out ol Africa" author
Bristles
Butter servings
Frizzy do
Hairdos
Scours rider
Stanley Kowalski's cry
Ingnd in "Casablanca"
Cargo weight
Magic-lamp man
Drink like a cat
Dutch carrier: abbr.
Alpine warble
Pentagon grp.
Self
Tedious undertaking
Quantities: abbr
Metric unit
Two-finger sign
Nights before
Broadcasting
Wapiti
and running
Worked in concert
Hit-or-miss

46
50
52
54
55
56
59
61
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Crystal gazer
Layout cl a publication
Hit the slopes
Healthy retreat
Distant
Smidgen
Peaceful protest
End of the quote
Kett of old comics
University ot Maine town
Mr Knievel
Kate or Tim
Nut cake
Lion's locks
Mil. assistants
The Maltese Falconco-star
73 Coaster with runners
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(419)353-5800
For Rent

For Rent

Nice 4 bdrm. 2 bth. lull basement.
wsh/dry hkup, E. Wooster St.
$1100/mo. avail. May 15 352-8872

House tor Rent.
241 Manville.
Please call 419-352-9392

3 bdrm. duplex avail. Aug. 15.
419-352-4773 or 419-265-1061

Fully furn. studio. Free util.. cable. &
phone. Walk to campus. May rent
mo. to mo. only $595 or wkly. lor
$180. 1-419-360-3399.

House on 6th SI. looking tor
1 -2 roommates lor the summer.
$l80/mo. Call 330-592-8463

Great townhouse on S. College.
Own bdrm. May-Aug. 03 $250/mo.
419-438-4404.
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On Campus *g»
Organizations ~^z.
Receive 10% OFF <^
see office for details!^-

V $0 Deposit! ^.
^,$0 Money Down! x.
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For Rent

Four Best Friends....Four Bedrooms
Rent as
low as

Of summer
Effeminate
Irritated
Camry maker
NASA outpost
Edible tubers
Cancel, NASA-style
Account entries
Absorbed-dose units
Division word
Movie or party
follower
65 Historic period

ANSWERS
(i -i i A» n i «; «■? n n *
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Management Inc.

Houses 1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. within
2 blocks ot campus tor 03-04
school year Call 352-7454
Large 4 bdrm., 2 bath home tor
lease. Immediate possession.
Call 419-867-1812.

^^
^
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51
53
57
58
60
62
63
64

Graduate Housing for next year.
208/210/ 212 S. Church Street
2 lidrm/ I Car Garage

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.
3bed. 2lbath aprl avil Aug03-May04
OWN ROOM $300 . Util.
Call 354-0315
Female subleaser. Aug. 03-May
04. S199 mo. . util. Hlllsdale
Apts.townhouse. BG shuttle,
own rm. 2 blh. Call 353-1752
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BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 & gaselec 12 mo. lease
Smith Apl Rentals 419-352-8917
Buckeye Self Storage
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Lg. 2 bdm apl avail tor sbls May-Aug
2003 W/D in unit, 1 1/2 baths, $550
♦ util. Close to campus. 353-2269
Miliken Apt downtown avail, t bdrm,
aircond. all new appliances, wsh/dry
down hall. Call Kevin 419-575-2193

^709 5th Street \
APARTMENTS

NEEDED 2 SUBLEASERS
May-Aug. 2 bdrm. close to campus.
ott-street parking, balcony Must
see Call Heather 352-1923
NEW HOUSE 3 bdrm. 2 bth. A/C,
util. rm. wsh/dry hookup. Fifth St.
$8757mo. Avail May 15th 352 8872
NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
3 bdrm. den. 2 bth. 5th St. $8757mo
Avail Aug 15th. Call 352-8872
NICE 2 BDRM. Ig. living rm
wsh/dry 8th St $575/mo. avail
Aug 5th Call 352-8872
Subleaser'leaser needed. Qrad.
Student pret. 2 bdrm, garage, A/C,
very close to campus. 352-8863
Subleasers needed May thru Aug.
House, 828 Fifth St. 4 bdrm.
washer/dryer. A/C. 419-352-5228
Summer subleasers 239 Manville
3 bdrm. house, close to campus.
Call Brian or Jett 419-214-4143

Un-fO(//?-gettable Apartment!!
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/month
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1 800 829 8638
or Steve at
\^ [419)352-1150 ^

T

Under NEW MANAGEMENT
FREE Internet j^^^T
FREE 32" T.V.* ^^!*
FREE Ultrabulb tanning

Highland

Summer Leases Available for $250/mo.

Management

• Washer/ Dryer INCLUDED

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM
7s/ month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!

• 24/7 Computer Lab/ Fitness Center/
Game room in our Clubhouse

(for Highland & Jay-Mar only).
Jay-Mar Apts.- Senior Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dishwasher
and spacious, beautiful rooms
Starts $510, 12 mo. lease.

• On site courtesy officer AND 24/7
Emergency Maintenance!
• Volleyball/ Basketball BBQ Grills on site!

The Highlands- Senlor/Grad
Housing, 1 Bdrm. spacious,
large closels. alt new windows, carpel, some w/new kitchens a baths.
Starts $395, 12 mo lease

• Located on BGSU Shuttle Route!

LEASE TODAY! 353-5100
•Restrictions may apply. See mgmt for complete details

Call 353-5800 fur
COMPLETE LISTING
or check the website
www.meccabg.com
Hillsdale Apt. 1082 Fairview.
I & 2 Bdrm Apl.s. DishwasherGarbage Disposal, I '•' BathsWashcr/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)
A FEW OPEN NOW

130 E.Washington St.. BG

• Resort Style Pool & Spa

706 Napoleon Rd.
&
Bowling Green, OH 43402 STffiUNUMERSiTY
www.suhenclave.com
,M

Management Inc.
NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004

Hours
Mon - Fri
Sat
Sun

10-7
10-5
1-5

SUH* is a trademark ol SUH», Inc.

LYNHR

Ths Homsstssd- Grad
Housing, A/C. great location.
ceramic tile, soundproof cons..
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulted
ceilings Starts $5l0>month

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E.Poe
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms, Laundry on
site. BGSU Bus Stop.

A FEW EFFICIENCES
OPEN NOW

/tfEitJCA
Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt., 710 N. Enterprise
I Bdrms, A/C-DishwasherGarbage Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.

A FEW OPEN NOW
Management Inc.

Parkview Apt.. 1045 N. Main
I & 2 Bdrm. 12 Month Lease
Sits by Evergreen Apartments

♦^fEfcCA
Management Inc.

We'll take care ot you. Best
price, welt-maintained, privacy
& dead bolt security, large
apts.. 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry.

Graceland, 208/210/212
S. Church
2 Bdrm I Bath Duplex
I Car Garage, Washer/Dryer
hook iips

www.bghlghlandmgmt.com
hlghland<g>wcn«t .or g

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.

Close to Downtown

